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“Specially For You” CUSTOM BLENDS  1 oz Dosage Level 
Life is meant to be enjoyed. Intend to thrive with all the surprises, synchronicities, joys and contrasts of Life 
Each blend is created aligned to your vortex of well-being.  
 
“Live From Your Vortex” MONTHLY BLEND PROGRAM 1 oz Dosage Level This tailored program 
is designed to support you on a daily, weekly, monthly basis. It is easy, efficient, practical and magically miraculous.  

 
MT. SHASTA WILDFLOWER ESSENCES  1/2 oz Stock Level 
Found on and around the slopes of Mount Shasta, CA. 
Embodying the sacred qualities of the area merged with the particular flowers unique signature and highest dna expression. 
Any one essence or the entire collection is perfect for all and those on a spiritual path of freedom, self-expression, healing, 
illumination and ascension. 
 
Alkanet – Courage (Anchusa officinallis)  Open to the frequency of courage to embrace any experience. View or witness the 
events and people around you from an emotionally centered, peaceful place. Transform expectations that stem from cellular 
fear patterning. Allow for the truth to emerge gently in your response. In the past, the leaves of Alkanet were used as a tea for 
melancholy. Unravel the cause, core, record and memory of depression and choose to know love and compassion for Self and 
all.  
 
Arnica – Alignment (Arnica mollis) Celebrate Life! Open to the power, love and wisdom gained from earthly experience.  
Unlock energies of past traumas held in the physical, emotional. Mental and soul levels so you may know the alignment of 
your higher self. Be in a state of balance. Forgive and forget. This essence is a good one to have on hand as a part of a 
personal “emergency/surprise” solution, when events arise that move you off center. 
 
Bachelor Buttons – Faith  (Centaurea cyanus) Joyful Consideration! Can you find the faith within? – When bills are due, 
and your physical needs seem overwhelming? Call forth the completion of all the ways you have created lack and have 
FAITH your needs are covered. Each day awaken your faith and discover a new life emerging. Joyfully create a life of ease, 
spontaneity, and abundance. Know that Archangel Michael and Faith watch over you.  
 
Balsamroot – Fortitude  (Balsamorhiza hookeri) Transform the “gut” instinctual fear that constricts full loving expression 
of your purpose. Balsamroot supports the Diaphragm and Solar Plexus chakras in aligning to highest choice, living in co-
creation with your divine heart’s desires. When old ancestral emotional fear arises, call upon Balsamroot for the tenacity and 
fortitude to get to the root cause and emerge radiant and golden. 
 
Beargrass - Living Library (Xerophyllum tenax) There is a spiritual simplicity to accessing existing knowledge and 
philosophical wisdom of humanity’s ascended masters.  This essence was created to assist you to consciously awaken to the 
experiential threads of the tapestry of human life stories that are an open source, a living library to be duplicated as created or 
rearranged by moments of interest to form a new set of ideas, beliefs, world view perceptions and agreed upon reality 
lifestyle.  By being present, conscious in a unique clarity of intention, one can propel the organization of new thought to 
educate, empower and evolve oneself and then another individual or group to experience societal change through an 
ideological, unified, morphogenetic field.   New ecological values and reverence for all life forms is one expression of 
emerging choices manifesting for diverse lifestyles to embrace and embody at this time.   
 
Blackberry - Gumption (wild) This is surely the essence to take when you need the ability to make a decision on what is 
best for the moment, circumstance and your best interest.  Connect to your will and determination for taking your next 
step.  There is a softness in the joy and common sense of manifesting what you have focused on with blackberry.  Think of 
the yum blackberries provide after the caution of picking exactly which ones you want through the cover of protective thorns. 
 
Blazing Star – Heart Connection (Metzelia laevicaulis) “No matter where you are placed, you are part of the One, shining 
brightly like the sun”. This phrase repeated over and over as the essence solarized. When using Blazing Star during an 



 

 

 
expansionary experience, an unfolding light geometry begins to radiate from the heart chakra center. It is a beacon, a 
resonance to love, to union, to wholeness, and draws to you like energies in support.   
 
Buttercup – Inner Joy  (Ranunculus repens) Buttercup’s golden mirror reflects to you the joy and excitement that is your 
natural state of being. Even if deep emotions rise to be transformed, buttercup is a soft gentle touch around your heart 
bringing peace with the process of Becoming!  
 
Buttercup (Star) – Thy Will / Divine Will  (Ranunculus occidentalis) Summer Solstice shines on thee in celebration of your 
Spirit’s Liberty!  Imparts a sense of right action and simplicity to one’s life. Aligns the senses to follow the inner guidance 
always present in divine will, bringing a quiet knowingness and assurance of being in the flow. 
 
Cats Ear (Elegant) – Inner Glow  (Calochortus Elegans) Embrace the fullness and illumination of your own conscious 
connection with the planetary logos. Feel the inner glow grow brighter within your heart center. Allow and feel Nature’s 
support flow to you, as you open the channels wider, to BE in alignment with our Earth Mother’s ascension path. Know the 
power of this support, as you create, manifest, and complete each dream and soul “assignment”. Celebrate your Victory! 
 
Ceonothus (white) – Be Calmed (velutinus) As you take this essence rest in the embrace of our earth mother as your body 
tension and sense of urgency slows and opens, relaxes, refuels in the flow of the earth essence of thriving.  Find the valence 
of balance for you in each moment. Listen, breath the living magic, the life force of renewal. Be calmed. 
 
Chicory – Graceful Efficiency (cichorium intybus ) Transformation with graceful efficiency to break through the early years 
of being an open mind of environmental learning and conditioning, of experimentation, of mental trauma patterning you may 
have experienced. All senses recording the events, perceptions, inner wisdom of survival to awaken and remember the natural 
divine blueprint to thrive and live a masterful life of your creatorship every day.  
 
Clarkia – Universal Love (Clarkia amoena) Clarkia resonates to the gentle loving humility of Mary Magdalene’s 
commitment to assist all of humanity with the union of polarity. This essence calls forth the divine feminine within us all. 
When used in meditation it is a powerful tool for expanding the high heart, opening more fully to Universal Love.  
 
Clover (red) – Heart Opening  (Trifolium pratense) Freeing the protection around the heart so you are free to love and be-
loved, by gently unknotting emotions and cellular memories stored, Red Clover opens the heart center to be able to go from 
one experience to another without holding on. 
 
Columbine (Crimsom) – Emergence / Phoenix Rising (Aquillegia formosa) Use the passion of the urge to merge for inner 
harmony, inner hearing of your own intuitive nature. Sexual, sensual, spiritual fire igniting the union of soul self. Move 
beyond roles of codependency. Be aware of the tug and pull of mass conscious impulses to your own destiny. Discover 
evolving values and essence of your divinity, Delight in embodying and grounding your power of purpose and higher love. 
 
Cornflower (Mountain) - Relief Valve (Centaurea Montana) When stress is building and you find yourself saying "I can't 
take it anymore" " I'm so ____ I can't see straight" or any of your own expletives take Mountain Cornflower to assist you to 
adjust your internal pressure gauge of self-control. Allow your body to relax and find relief from the ways you hold onto 
energetic stress in your body, mind, emotions. Move through the energy shifts of daily life change with awareness and choice 
of ease with Cornflower's support from Vortex Essences. For those sensitive to global earth changes keep a bottle with you 
for surprise shifts. 
 
Delphinium (Royal) - Self Expression  (Delphinium variegatum) Communicate from the heart. Speak your truth with calm 
and grace even when others have a different view. This essence calls in the blue & violet rays to transmute suppressed anger 
and judgments that may arise as you open to higher understandings of self-expression and freedom. 
 
Dogwood – Begin Again / Sovereignty (Cornus nuttallii) When you are ready to move forward. This essence is for the 
rebirthing of a soul out of abusive choices, family conditions and memories into a place of Self Love – beyond fear, beyond 
retribution. Move past being a survivor to create a new identity, with a new view of Life in sovereign strength and 
independence. Since 1999 it has been used to integrate beliefs, perspective or memories that seem negative and yet hold the 
full spectrum of their creation. Whether lived, observed, or absorbed. 
 
Evening Primrose (white) – Expansion / Next Step (Oenothera caespitosa) When everything you identify with; name, job, 
town and friends no longer bring you joy and you are asking for change... be still and step through the doorway evening 
primrose provides and discover what dwells within. Let your higher self show you the next step. 
 



 

 

 
Fireweed – Tranquility (Epilobium augustifolium) This essence offers a centered tranquil point of reference to the world 
around you. . It nurtures the newborn child with the feeling of peace as it begins to feel the body’s cellular warning system / 
memory, as the world begins to take shape around it. The word agoraphobia repeated over and over as the essence was 
solarizing. We had to look it up! It is the fear of open spaces, nature added and of contact with people and other life forms. 
This essence is very powerful in rebirthing modalities, and other breath work. 
 
Gillia (Skyrocket )–Thrive  (Ipomopis Aggregata) Experience the new energies grounding through your root center in the 
harmonics of love. Skyrocket helps to bring the body, in balance; “up to speed” as the earth itself changes. Connect the 
circuits to your higher light and knowledge and complete the tasks at hand with direct, clear purposeful action, and 
enthusiasm for Life.  Let go of “overwhelm” and celebrate thriving instead of just surviving! 
 
Golden Bush – Trust  (Ericameria Bloomeri) Mt. Shasta’s special kind of rabbit brush. This essence brings the knowing 
trust of heart awareness even when the mind questions and is confused. Embrace soul aspects as you travel the matrix of time 
calling forth integration, wholeness, completion and mastery in this lifetime. Allow and Trust! The angels urge all to open to 
new levels of trust with this essence. 
 
Iris – Inner Light / Inner Song  (Iris chrysophylla) This little wild yellow iris brings an angel of destiny to guide you to 
your true heart’s calling. It strikes the tone to awaken your Inner Light. To expand the rainbow path of your highest potential 
in right action, bringing into harmony the many paths you have traveled as a soul. 
 
Iris – Sunlight on Water  (yellow lake iris pseudacorus) Growing out of the mud along the shores of Lake Siskiyou, this iris 
appears to float effortless in the air, above the water, green leaves and earth.  It offers the reflection of a clear receptive mind 
and heart to create from love, to see the love in others, to be love. It’s signature, a wholly trinity unfolding in illumination. A 
meditation essence to be sure. 
 
Lily (Fawn) – Innocence  (Erythronium  shastense) Create each day a new in childlike awe and wonder of discovery. 
Believe! For you can as an adult awaken such purity of heart to see the world with a new perspective, transforming fears with 
love.  
 
Lily	(Leopard)	–	Web	of	Light	(Lilium	pardalinum)	
Embrace	all	Life.	Leopard	Lily	aligns	the	1st,	2nd,	and	3rd	chakras	with	the	pulse	of	primal	creative	power,	then	
merges	with	your	intuition,	spiritual	essence	to	expand	soul	growth	and	awareness.	Connect	to	the	web	of	light	to	
receive	and	remember.	You	are	loved	and	honored	for	all	you	BE.		
 
Lily (Shasta) – Awaken Healer (Lilium washingtonianum) This very special lily essence triggers the awakening of cellular 
healing skills developed in other lives, times and places. When it is your timing to claim the I AM a healer within, Shasta 
Lily will support you to graceful receive and share your gifts.  
 
Lupine – Inner Teacher (Lupinus argenteus) Be wise. Know the highest truth and understanding of any relationship, or 
experience, with compassion. Lupine connects you to the teacher, observer within, the part of you that knows the outcome of 
any choice you may make, and teaches you to ask “Is this in my highest good for completion, for wholeness?” 
 
Lupine (butter) – Quantum SoulStar  (Lupinus Luteolus) 
Find your true feeling of connection with who you are in the cosmic tribe of many intelligences and many stars. Intend Ease 
and Grace. Allow your inner knowing of source to touch every cell as you surrender striving to duplicate, copy and fit into 
being someone else's human conditioning when you know it is not your choice, presence, life value or purpose.  Raise into 
the quantum field of your superconsciousness and access new awareness of your soul pathways to arrive here now on 
earth.  Ask and be bathed in the universal light of an evolving new human blueprint and explore your path of youthful 
rejuvenation and restored enthusiasm.  Feel a deeper sovereign connection to our earth mother always there for you in ways 
you desire and require. Remember and embody the knowledge and gifts of "past lives" from future timelines that are being 
called forth to be used in this present now.   Soften and diffuse triggers of cellular polarity memory storage as you build new 
frequencies of self love and greater intuition.  Gaia weaves a new universal goldenlight star network of inter-dimensional 
reunion for access of SoulStars on the earth plane and light cities such as Telos.  
 
Madia – Divine Inspiration (Madia elegans) Be bright and soul present, open to the inspiration that comes from within, 
from your divine connection to Spirit, the One. Let your natural gifts and talents emerge. Feel the peace and pleasure that 
comes as you allow divine inspiration to flow through you into the world. Know it is time and it is safe to express your 
divinity! 
 



 

 

 
Mahala Mat – Grace (Ceanothis prostratus) Can you? Will you? Accept grace to lead your life experiences? When? Smile 
and say yes! Paul the Venetian has begun to utilize this essence to assist you to ground the resonance of grace for your daily 
needs, dreams and creative power to serve. Mahala Mat supports the awakening of who you truly are with Grace. Drop the 
concern of keeping a low profile out of protection and allow grace to be the foundation upon which you stand. Imbued by 
divine Mother Mary’s healing blue ray when made. Allow grace to fill your day and guide you in every way. 
 
Manzanita – Answered Prayer (Arctostaphylos patula) Slow your pace to receive and relax.   
Your many prayers have been received and the angelic realm is already set into motion to bring about your heart felt 
requests. For others and yourself. Let a greater intuitive awareness awaken your connection to the ascended master realms to 
guide and align you to the accelerated activations and cosmic energy waves evolving all life on earth.  
Shed any doubts you may be holding on to and with a new sense of clarity, choice and focus, set your intentions to realize 
new spiritual opportunities for grace, ease and integrative balance. Staying as present and grounded to the earth is key.  Be 
here now in gratitude for the gift of Manzanita 
 
Mission Bells – Integrity  (Fritillaria lanceolata) The strength and integrity of Spirit to fulfill your mission. Complete 
seeking for the grail, and know the chalice resides within the heart of you, flowing with love, wisdom and power.  Be fully 
present, here now, in harmony with nature. This essence, like apple, holds open a doorway between realms. It facilitates clear 
telepathic communication with the devic / nature realms. For many, it will assist the harmonizing of Pagan and Christian 
religious beliefs that have been in conflict through many life embodiments. 
 
Monkeyflower (Seepspring) – Recharge  (Mimulus guttatus) Made during a day full moon, this essence gathers diverse 
energies and imparts a wonder and awe of union and unity. It offers the vibration of direction, of highest choice when feeling 
confused or fatigued. Great for group gatherings. Made where water emerges from underground, it carries a vitality to refresh 
and recharge after a busy day. A hummingbird joined us with its joyful exuberance as guardian and guide. A true reflection 
of the energy this essence has. 
 
Onion (Wild) – Free to Be / the Spice of Change (Allium parvum) Ignites the flame of Freedom, to burn away all the ways 
you have held onto limitation of any kind in your life. Remember the alchemy of Being – holding onto nothing that is not of 
your soul and source essence. In freedom and in joy send back any energy you have picked up along the way to its source. 
Free all your senses move into the flow of that which you choose to create. 
 
Orchid (White Rein) – Sweet Surrender/Patience  (Habenaria dilatata) Patience is a gift we give ourselves when it is not 
divine timing. Gather the lessons of life and let wisdom arise from its dramas. Surrender in quiet strength to your highest 
good, your deepest union of Self and source, joy is sure to follow.  
 
Oregon Grape – Perspective  (Berberis Repens) New moon, new perspectives. Changes the focus of one’s awareness out of 
the depths of survival. Say I choose thrivial. Addresses energy blockages in liver, thyroid, and throat chakra. Supports the 
soul’s choice of spiritual perspective, the eye of the eagle in this dimension as one transforms lower emotional energy in the 
dreamstate. An eagle flew overhead and a large rainbow lizard watched over this essence being made. Where do you choose 
to place your focus of awareness? 
 
Paintbrush – Inner Traveler/Inner Visionary (Castilleja miniata ) 
Expand your inner sight to communicate with your body for healing; or creator for inspiration. Your intention points the way. 
If willing, this essence will take you on a journey to a memory that calls for healing, or on a vision quest to see how 
wondrous Life can be. Opens the path of kundilini, taking you into broader perspectives. Be the Artist of Life! Paint a new 
reality! 
 
Pasque Flower – Liberty (Anemone occidentalis) Awaken and expand the Golden Christ flame within.Be the change you 
have called forth in the world now. You will assist the anchoring of the golden flame of liberty for humanity and planetary 
consciousness as we enter the Golden Age. This essence aids in balancing and integrating energies when used in group 
meditations or soul integrations. For practitioners it expands many healing rays with the gold ray of Peace. 
 
Pennyroyal – Happy Harmony (Monardella odoratissima) (white)  “No	need	to	hide”,	remain	silent	or	dampen	your	
true	nature	as	a	spiritual	lightbearer.	Allow	your	smile	to	appear	as	spirit	flows	around	you	providing	an	
endowment	of	transformational	energies	that	reveal	opportunities,	open	doorways	of	heart	coherence	and	set	in	
motion	deep	healings	from	recent	challenges,	discord,	breakups,	fears	and	growth	pains...	Let	this	essence	be	a	
vibrational	kickstarter	to	uplift	confused,	clouded	thinking.	Pennyroyal	assists	the	dropping	away	of	uncertainty	



 

 

 
and	worry	to	make	room	for	the	new	to	be	discovered.	With	frequent	use	and	aligned	intention,	this	essence	
softly	creates	a	dimensional	realm	portal	that	can	be	opened	for	angels,	spirit	animals,	and	light	beings	to	
transition	and	also	interact	with	humanity.	Happy	Harmony	describes	the	quality	of	feeling	and	heart	coherence	
that	surfaces	in	your	awareness	as	the	ache	of	revelation	dissolves	loss	and	held	pain	memory.	Facilitates	
clairaudience	to	hear	cosmic	scales	and	melodies	to	be	heard	for	composers	and	sound	healers	expanding	their	
own	conscious	talents.	For	those	seeking	to	enhance	communication	with	Adama	and	those	teachers	and	guides	
in	Telos	,	Pennyroyal	will	establish	a	clear	pathway	of	resonance	for	connection.	Connect	to	the	Tapestry	of	
Gaia's	Harmony	and	truly	realize	you	are	welcomed	on	earth	.	May	it	be	a	joy	filled	experience	of	your	
experimentations	with	love.		
 
Penstemon (Blue) – Quiet Messenger (Penstemon heterophyllus) Peaceful, calming, with dignity the Aquarian energies are 
accessed. Opens the crown and pineal gland to assist consciously integrating As Is Acceptance, and the new paradigms of 
one heart, one home, one family, global, galactic, universal.  Listen for the messages of your one source Self, guiding you 
into wholeness. 
 
Phlox- Truth (Phlox speciosa) Addresses issues of authority, and old paradigms of power and control held in the solar 
plexus. Transmute psychic thought forms with divine love and realize your truth and  trueself beyond what others believe and 
project. This flower appears as 5 hearts meeting, pointing to the center. Focus on love and the truth will emerge. 
 
Pretty Face – Self worth  (Triteleia Analina) Be the Divine being that You are! Look within, allow the body to relax, and 
gently move the energies of deep core beliefs of the soul and self-worthiness into wholeness. Open to your true heart’s 
desires and your mastery. Be fully present in your earth self. 
 
Rocket (Dame's) - Assertiveness (Hesperis matronalis)  
Take this essence when you are choosing to develop a softness in reinventing ones persona, characters, roles in life, in a way 
that places focus of decision on feeling a new sense of happiness. All ages are included the deva impresses upon me as I 
write. Find your voice in expressing your views and visions and victory of realizing you are soul worthy.  Be a quiet and 
clear in who you are in any moment and owning it. Respond to daily interactions in a centered, loving assured confidence of 
your choices.  This essence of Dame's Rocket assists in adjusting frequencies for refining your intention to communicate with 
light realms, heightened awareness to be attentive to equanimity in sourcing new connectivity.  Your body elemental  pulls in 
the magenta color ray through the body and grounds as white light surrounds you. Allow this essence for assertiveness to 
transmute sudden triggers of unconscious aggression to defend and survive.   
 
Rose (Dog) – Love’s Beauty Within  (Rosa Cantina) There is an elegance and beauty within us all, let yours shine. Tap into 
this radiance of self, embracing issues of self-esteem on all levels. Be the divine reflection that you are. Dissolve self-
judgments into self-love and watch how those around you respond as the real you opens to be seen. 
 
Rose (Wood) – Love’s Knowing Within  (Rosa Gymnocarpa) Eases the doubts and concerns of physical separation from 
those you love, as you journey forth following your inner guidance. Draw upon your own resources, releasing co-dependent 
patterns and attachments. Connect more fully to the Source consciousness within and receive the strength of love and 
knowing that follows. You belong, time to enjoy being part of the family of humanity. 
 
Salsify (Purple) – Stable Balance (Tragopogon porrifolius) When you feel like you are walking on a tightrope. Purple 
Salsify creates a transmuting synergy and stable foundation for integrating energies after a soul expansion. Useful in blends! 
Helps to establish a firm sense of being centered and balanced. Call upon the violet ray when using this essence to send forth 
its transformative light to a soul aspect you are calling to embrace, as a small child coming home to your heart. 
 
Self Heal – Light Harmony (Prunella vulgaris) New chakras begin to activate... Unlock the seal of separation, feed the 
spiritual hunger of the soul. Begin to feed your lightbody with light. Call forth that which nourishes and nurtures your body, 
mind and spirit so you may lead a healthy harmonious life. Weaving light streams with another to create together.  
Taking Self Heal assist the body to utilize minerals and stored nutrients during expansions.  
 
 
Shooting Star (Alpine) – Independence (Dodecathean Alpinum)  
What independence did this essence called forth? Release attachments to the tug and pull of others plans and schedules. 
Claim your own individuality in the divine flow. Be at Peace. Move with joie de vivre, in an awareness of liberty, freedom 
and cooperation in all your life activities.  
 



 

 

 
Solomon’s Seal – Ancient Wisdom  (Smilacina racemosa) Use daily life experience as the initiate’s path to awaken the 
conscious wisdom of your soul. Keep the wisdom and let the ancient fear teachings transform, so you may be a living master. 
Remember how adept you truly are.  Accept the mystery, open Solomon’s seal and be free.  
 
Spirea  - Spiral Home  (Spirea douglasi) This essence unwinds the physical, emotional, mental bodies where external 
shocks, despair, and stresses have been held. The vibrational gentleness of this essence opens a gateway for your soul to 
integrate and ground aspects and energies into the present moment consciously. Stand in your core and become the light of 
your wisdom from your many lifeforms throughout time and place. Spiral home to your true love frequencies and feel secure, 
safe and welcomed to be YOU, as you change and grow, flow and become...  
 
Stickseed (white) – Travel Light  (Hackelia Californica) Whether traveling to the neighbors, or a new country, bring Peace 
to the gathering of diversity.  Named for its propagation technique of the seeds sticking to anything that touches it, this flower 
truly offers the vibration of acceptance and allowance of diverse energies uniting. Travel light in a gentle softness that 
harmonizes diverse energies so you may receive their many gifts. 
 
Sunflower – For Men Only (Helianthus annuus) Made in Mount Shasta on the Autumnal Equinox, to offer assistance to 
men of any age to integrate feminine aspects of their soul. This essence brings balance to male/female paradigms and soul 
whose male aspects or masculine beliefs seem to control this lifetime. In later uses it has shown to deserve the devic name of 
power up! Specifically helping shift the energy rushes of powering up core energies, your inner generator as you shift from 
survivial to thrivial frequencies by choice. Power up harmony and pleasure.  
 
Sunflower (Woolly) – Inner Child  (Eriophyllum lanatum) Remember	the	child	knowingness	of	the	Divine.	The	absolute	
nurturing	love	presence	from	Source,	Life,	the	One.	Let	this	love	light	fill	you	from	within.	Remember	your	true	divine	
nature.		Let	your	heart	archive	the	sensory	full	memoris	as	you	shed	the	conditioning	of	this	life	that	created	your	
experiences	and	choose	to	live	in	the	moment	of	now.	To	envision	futures	as	you	choose	in	full	creatorship.		
 
Sweet Pea (everlasting) - Conscious Community	
Always a large bloom every year all over the Mt. Shasta area. Nature invites humanity to turn their gaze to their abundant 
beauty, smell the sweetness of each Sweetpea flower bunch and bring them into their own gardens. This mother was remade 
in July 1, 2018, as a new gift of weaving the energies of diverse lifestyles together in collaboration to create a vibrant 
harmony to establish a natural foundation for conscious community to develop, grow and thrive in. Taking this essence 
assists aligning to your intuition, insight and inspiration for ease, flow, and flexible routines and daily interactions. 
Consciously, choose to welcome a deep sense of caring connection to others experiences, gifts of the day in dinner time 
conversations, celebrations or gathering activity that serves the community at large. Share concerns openly, freely in friends 
circles to congressional hearing; from sharing future visions and town council meetings when discussions and decisions are 
being established. Use this essence in meditation to open to guidance and collective conscious mindsets that create the pulse 
of a vital productive community.  
 
Thistle – Merkabah (Cirsium Vulgare) This essence helps to stabilize the merkabic fields/tetrahedral geometry, around 
human and animal alike during energy fluctuations. For some it will also awaken a cellular memory of fifth dimensional earth 
communion.  
 
Tulip (Shasta Star)  - Confidence  (Calochortus Shastensis) When doubt creeps into test your intuitions and choices, call 
upon this essence to keep open the connection to your I AM.  Trust in your heart’s voice and be confident as you live your 
soul/heart’s desires in communion with nature. 
 
Golden Violet – Earth Stewardship (Viola douglasii)  New moon, new openings to the ancient wisdom of the wheel of life, 
the medicine wheel. Travel to the center of your being to absolve judgment, anger and sacrifice into compassion. Allow the 
flow of our Earth Mother’s love to dissolve away these bands of cellular memory and shows you a gentler path of 
stewardship. Stable, whole, in harmony and wisdom with nature. 
 
Yarrow – Insight  (Achillea landlosa white) Unites old medicinal uses to the new energies and awareness’ within the 
spiritual “flower” brain of those whom take it.  With a new sight, experience a stable quality to juggle many avenues, tasks, 
and personalities at once. Be aware of the whole, even in current diversity, ending patterns of defense. Create a new vision. 
From deep dream states, awaken the insight of soul awareness. 
 

 



 

 

 
SEDONA WILDFLOWER ESSENCES  1/2 oz Stock Level 

 
Acacia (white thorn) - Ascending (acacia constricta) This shrub has called to be in the Vortex essences of Sedona, Fragrant 
sweet golden round spheres of light can best describe the flowers. So sweet in fragrance and enveloping support for humanity 
and sentient life. This shrub flower offers the matching frequencies of the ascended earth consciousness some call Vywamus. 
Joyful, harmonious and strong this essence offers a vibrational magnet that pulls you higher into frequencies as you join more 
consciously with the super conscious collective of earth workers, light workers and the cosmic wisdom teachers. 
 
Anemone (desert) – Common Ground (anemone tuberosa) Become aware, align, balance and clear any distortions from 
your field and awareness of the group you are in or facilitating. Allow the vibrational gifts of this flower to assist your 
understanding of the pulse, focus, frequency, and needs of your group and how you may inspire and serve the greater good. 
Harmonizes and balances energies that would normally conflict or negate a cooperative or peaceful interaction. 
 
Bindweed (pink hoary) – Playfulness (convolvulus equitans) When you have seemingly, lost your sense of humor and light 
heartedness, let this hoary pink bindweed come into your life. It’s playful winding around and through it’s environment 
without choking gives clue to its ability to turn obstacles into a jungle gym in the playground of experience. The pale pink 
color frequency softens the most serious of minds and wills to open to the opportunity to renew the awe and mystery of your 
life. Is it time to remember how to play in your own unique way? 
 
Bladderpod – Peace (Lesquerella arizonica) I AM Peace. Embrace tolerance for soul family healing. Nature calls forth 
Peace where once humans met to plan and energize war, as Father Earth/ manzanita surrounds and supports this evolutionary 
change. Integrate one’s “pissy parts” in balance as you piece together soul aspects in peace. Realize the power of planetary 
masculine energies aligned to manifest global peace. Still very vital in calling forth World Peace, this essence was made 
April 13th, 2000 in preparation of the global peace meditations on the following 23rd. 
 
Blue Dicks – Freewill Choices  (Dichelostemma pulchellum) Mastery comes as one awakens to the truth of responsibility 
and understanding our very thoughts choose how we will respond to our own creations and co-creations. What we choose to 
believe and act upon will become our life experience. As daunting as this may seem, the process of choice when aligned to 
how you choose to feel can be simple and rewarding. Learning to know what is your own choice and thought is essential. 
Companion essence to Hyacinth (desert) - Yes I Can  
 
Buffalo Gourd – Synchronicity  (Curubita foetidissima) This essence assists amplifying your awareness of meetings, and 
events created to fulfill your prayers and stated desires.  Coming from a place of gratitude for what you have now, step into 
the flow of divine action and prayer manifesting abundance through focus, decree and inspiration.  Dissolve the worry of 
“how will I” and accept the gift of grace and synchronicity as your spiritual guides and angels light up new paths and 
possibilities for you to choose to travel in soul fulfillment.  
 
Cactus (Hedgehog) – Crossroads  (Echinocereus enneacanthus) Four directions, four bodies, stand in the center of each 
moment and create. Make new choices along your life path in balance, harmony, guided by your internal guidance system, 
your feelings.  Stand in stillness, breathe, and seek some thought that allows a good feeling. Let the guardian butterfly of this 
essence address transformation in a light way. Receive an inner knowing of your next step and direction into wholeness. Find 
things to celebrate. Enter each crossroad moment in willingness to make conscious decisions with grace and ease.  
 
Cactus (Prickly Pear- yellow) – Gateway (Opuntia phaeacantha var. discata) Step through the gateway into the Aquarian 
Age. Made with the building energies of the 1999 Summer Solstice this essence offers the opening of crystalline awareness. 
Dwelling nature of stillness within, where knowledge is in Being. Call to you that which you require and be. Communication 
with the crystal kingdom, a vast library of earth’s records is enhanced.    
 
Cactus (Tree Cholla/magenta) – Structure (Opuntia imoricata) This essence’s vibration when taken orally expresses the 
ability to recognize dna activations and create or magnetize the necessary transitional frequencies and pathways within the 
human electrical field to assist the integration of universal lineages of one’s soul aspects into the human cellular structure. It 
helps to dissolve crystalline blockages held in the physical body, allowing for the gentle flow through the stages and levels of 
soul integration and/or expansion invoked by the individual.  
 
Caltrop – Natural Bliss (Kalstromeia grandiflora) Maintain an inner state of peace, calm, grounded ecstasy and feeling of 
bliss. Embrace a conscious experience of creating how and what you feel as you live the life of your thoughts and 
manifestations. This essence is nature’s commitment to provide vibrational encouragement to continue on your path of 
enlightenment and illumination. Let Caltrop be the frequency used in achieving your own state of natural bliss. 
 



 

 

 
Ceonothus (White Desert) – Paradigm Shift (ceanothus greggi) 
For use when you are intentionally connecting to, and flowing with a paradigm shift in human consciousness. Whether there 
is known resistance or misalignments within your being, Ceonothus generates a reciprocal flow with the changing energies so 
you may adapt easily and gracefully. Allow your body’s innate intelligence to accept the vibrational gifts of this essence in 
the years to come and discover the wonders your higher self has ready to bestow upon you. 
 
Columbine  (Golden) – Ease  (Aquilegia chrysantha) Nature communicates the interconnectivity to the plant kingdom and 
Spirit. Fairies in flight, along Oak Creek guiding you to inner knowing and the natural way to teach and share it. When you 
have chosen to speak in front of a group, let this essence support you speaking from the heart with ease. “Share the visions of 
realms afar, speak your truth, and there you are”  
 
Coneflower (Cutleaf ) – Transition (Rudebeckia laciniata) Break through the illusions and denials of separation beliefs 
deep in cellular levels of your body and being. Cut through immunities in freedom to transform things that are burdensome. 
Transition from one condition or state of being smoothly to embrace what makes you happy, peaceful, blessed and joyful. 
Honor your inner truths. This essence works with the immune system to bring balance. 
 
Cream Cups – Stillpoint (Platystemon californicus) Stillpoint, the doorway of balance in integration. Even for our planet 
and its cyclical changes.When events in your life awaken deep emotional issues, go to your stillpoint, that place of center 
within your physical body and allow the emotion to be energy in motion, without charge. Energy being redirected without 
drama or trauma. Many will sense their living correspondence to the many beings of light guide us daily by taking this 
essence. Open to inner knowing of your own connections to Life and all that is. Awaken to Universal Law.  
 
Daisy (Blackfoot) - Peaceful Chrysalis (Melampodium leucanthum) This essence offers the frequencies of cellular peace in 
expectation. Helping calm how your body, mind and being responds to new frequencies arriving with each solar shift. 
Strengthens the abilities of earthworkers and sensitives to clearly understand "warning" announcements from the earth when 
changes are imminent.  Assists in unique source alignments to one's light body during each influx of conscious expansion. 
Feel comfortable with the speed of change. 
 
Dandelion – Awaken Your Core (Taraxacum officanale) Present here now! Use Dandelion to receive!  Take when you 
desire to power up your core with love for joy, for happiness, for growth, for serving, for giving, for thriving ascendant 
living, for the good of all. A deepening of the original mother essence made in 1998 and refreshed with a new mother in 
2012, Dandelion expands the frequencies of conscious connection with the planetary core as you awaken your own inner 
source core and unite with the collective community of earth masters.  At your core, you are sovereign and unique and 
connected in the creative forces of nature. Feel your power, as if it were an undulation reaching far into source creation 
accessing all that you ask for and then flowing back for you to receive.  
 
Datura (Sacred)- Pilgrimage  (Datura meteloides) The old merging with the new. Shamanic journeys in harmony and union 
with the christic energies of Mary and the ascended masters. Nature’s reverence to creation. In freedom, release and 
transform the fears of old paradigms and beliefs with inward reflection and see one’s salvation in self. Open the portal of the 
ancient within. Balance the wildness with the social union of the new. This essence assists the healing of psychotropic 
substance use. 
 
Filaree – Nature’s Alchemy  (Erodium cicutarium) Recalibrate with love to the new source energies blessing this earth. 
Align to the call of union in diversity, as your creativity soars to answer the pulse "What do we become?" when two or more 
beliefs are gathered in love and call to be more and more and more. Let the alchemy of nature assist you find balance with 
your divine dance of experience and becoming as you weave your life, passion and service into your community at any 
level… Filaree helps co-create the best and good of all life for YOU! 
 
Globemallow – Adaptability  (Sphaeralea orcutti)  Activate and anchor your Adam Kadmon Body of Light. Receive the 
gentle yet dynamic changes occurring for humanity now. This essence vibrationally encourages the dissolving of resistance at 
a cellular level, and in the mental and emotional belief patterning. Be able to adapt to changes in your body, mind and spirit 
in divine flow and timing. 
 
Globemallow – Creative Flow  (Sphaeralea orcutti) Earth Mother, Ancient of Days, the feminine source gathering of joy, 
fire, beauty, splendor, and majesty of earthly creativity. Made near Bell Rock, the Lady masters offer the softening power of 
love in guidance for daily living. A vibrational calling card for divine creative manifestation.  Use when starting any new 
project, for aligning with the highest potential outcome. Then flow through the “process” of creating with clarity and ease. 
 



 

 

 
Heliotrope – Cosmic Brain (Phacelia distens) Assists in the body to build new synapses in your brain pathways to establish 
aligned and well-balanced and conscious communication to greater venues, collectives and great cosmic beings such as your 
guardian angel, ascended mastery, galactic guides to answer the questions of the heart and soul of humanity.  
 
Honeysuckle – Free Spirit   (Tecoma capensis) Though born into this world through the veil of forgetfulness, you are a free 
spirit. You are a divine child of love and light, of your creator here in mastery of full sentience. Learning and remembering, 
choosing and experiencing moments of co-creation with other free spirits. Sweet, sensual freedom guided by your spirit and 
heart.  
 
Hyacinth (desert) - Yes I Can! (Dichelostemma capitatum?) "Yes I can... in the soft and quiet moments of my heart 
connection with the cosmos, I find the ways and means to be myself, to be my dreams, to simply be..." Anything is possible if 
you will shift your mindset and believe and follow what feels right and true and good for you. The companion essence Blue 
Dicks - Freewill Choices was made in 2010. Encouraging you all to step up to and through the doorway of your happiness. 
 
Indigo (Wild) - Telepathy (Baptisa sphaerocarpa) This essence was made to assist clearing conditions, patterns memories 
blocking heart sent telepathic communication.When considering one mind realize the discernment in knowing is the thought 
yours, is it in your best and highest interest, does it make you feel good? Indigo will assists discovering many forms of denial 
within self to understand the paradox of living in this time. Though called indigo only the buds are that color. It opens to the 
brightest golden yellow. 
 
Lupine (Silverstem) – Conscious Living  (Lupine argenteus) When you realize that you have been running your life by 
agreement with thoughts and beliefs of others truths that need a upgrade and change, this lupine essence will enhance the 
discovery of your own authentic choices and genius thoughts and inspirations. When you wish to become aware in 
understanding how you are creating your reality, lupine will spark and ease of knowing while inviting harmony within as 
emotions move into alignment with your desires. On the day of making:  “Everything is always working out for me/us/you” 
This Lupine trinities’ the other two Lupines of Vortex essences from Mt. Shasta and the Tetons, creating a new level of 
frequency available for Conscious Living. There is a focus of attraction, attention, alignment, and appreciation.  Nature 
spirits, the lupine deva and nature create a profound visual display of colors and waves of energies as this merging of the 
three geographical areas grounds into the Sedona network. The fragrance is strong as a perfume yet delicate and fresh. A 
squirrel joins us, sitting dazed in wonder at the sight until done and then goes about gathering up food. 
 
Manzanita – Wholeness  (Arctostaphylos pungens), Sedona.  Say yes to BE in wholeness, to LIVE in balance and freedom. 
This essences vibrationally assists in the clear light transformation of group soul ties of polarity, Complete the tug of TIME 
TIES as the devas call them, and flow in your divine timing of self-illumination unimpeded Are you ready to LOVE all 
aspects of you? This essence enhances the soul signature - the sacred tone of your true nature and unique source self. For 
animals, a sense of wellbeing is enhanced as the incoming energies affect their soul ties as well.  
  
Marigold (Desert)– Welcome  (baileya multiradiata) This essence supports the balancing of fears related to feeling welcome 
by individuals or groups. It is wonderful for taking before speaking to an audience, when meeting new people, arriving in a 
new village, town, state or country. Share your creations with joy and welcome. WELCOME is a frequency bestowed 
vibrationally when someone comes to earth to experience all life can offer and share their own life wisdom along the way. 
When you say or think the numbers 4-4-3-10 it is a universal energy boost for feeling welcomed anywhere your go. Nice for 
new interviews, gatherings and meeting new folks in all sorts of situations. Play with it and you'll see the boost, take the 
essence as you do to lay new alignments in all areas of your life. 
 
Morning Glory (Field) – Awaken  (Convolvulus arvensis) Diurnel flow. Conscious dimensional shift. Adjust to your own 
natural flow and timing of conscious awareness for you in this dimension. Awaken, clear and alert to remember insights from 
your resting, dream states. This essence assists balancing scheduled awakenings so they are not so “alarming” when taken 
before going to bed. 
 
Nightshade (Silverleaf ) – Digest  (Solanum elaeagnifolium) Parts of this plant, also known as horse or white nettle, have 
been utilized as a protein-digesting enzyme for cheese making, and the curdling of milk. Nature offers the flower essence, as 
a gentle digestive, transmuting tool for energies held in the GI tract. From emotional eating to the cook’s anger imbued in the 
food, to non-organic sludge, open the electrical circuits and help keep them clean, energetically that is. 
 
Ocotillo – Sacral Center  (Fouquieria splendens) Express your creativity into the physical world in balance. Move out of 
emotional challenges and filters into divine inspiration and response. This expansion can occur at all stages and at all ages, 
manifesting pure creative energies for one’s projects, plans and desires. Help to create a world based on Love, when you 
focus on harmonizing your second chakra. 



 

 

 
 
Owls Clover – Responsibility  (Castilleja exserta formally Orthocarpus purpuransens) Allow yourself to know consciously, 
what you are responsible for. This essence assists in becoming aware of moments where you have taken on another’s 
obligation and energy. Let Go Let Flow, in the ability to respond in your creatorship and complete soul agreements in divine 
order and grace. 
 
Paintbrush – Reality Check (Castilleja integra) This essence grounds and aligns the visionary, inner traveler qualities of 
consciousness to the 1st ray of divine will. Become aware of the illusion and delusion of your fear based manifestations and 
transform them, turning the energy returned into positive, light hearted joyful authorship of your actions. Supports the triad of 
paintbrush with the ability to call forth a reality check in harmony with your greatest good. 
	
Passionflower – Divine Reciprocity (passiflora caerulea) 
In governance, accept the ability to regulate and maintain source influence of your body systems for the integration of new 
chakras and alignments. Let passionflower be your vibrational divine connection for direct communication with your inner 
source guidance. Become the director of your path free of outside environments and pull of collective beliefs while able to 
access your service and place in the flow of humanity’s growth and illumination. As with most extract tinctures, this essence 
calms frequency triggers that may ignite beliefs of anxiety. 
	
Penstemon (Bridges) – Divine Purpose (Penstemon bridgesii) Awaken your passion, focus and intent of divine purpose in 
this lifetime. Allow your body to adapt and flow with the true source nature of who you are. Be a grounding dancer for 
creation and know how to best serve your own ascension with this earth. The mother essence of this particular penstemon 
flower species has been made twice, as many other mothers have in Vortex Essences, as guided by Gaia to enhance the full 
spectrum (or broadband width) of frequency assistance to serve in awakening self-knowledge of one's divine purpose.  As it 
is released for use, the older one is poured back to the land in appreciation of nature's alliance.  Always an euphoric moment.  
 
Penstemon (Palmers) – Mother Earth / Diamond Heart  (Penstemon palmeri) Open to the flow of nurturing love always 
available. This essence helps to prepare an individual for the gift of motherhood. Soft and pink, profuse and fragrant, waving 
in the breeze, loving, is Palmer’s Penstemon. Honoring the mothers of humanity within us all, and sparking the diamond 
heart energies of your union with planetary consciousness in loving compassion. A wren once known as Mother Mary’s pet 
bird has built its nest nearby and adds its song to the moment. A blessing and a gift of Nature’s sacredness. 
 
Penstemon (Parry’s) – Threshold  (Penstemon parryi) You are standing on the threshold of something new and wonderful. 
Will you step forward courageously in free will? Make the changes required within you, as only you can do and become the 
director of your life. This essence assists in making the connection of awareness to be present and aware of the threshold 
moments of creation and choice presented with each new energy wave embracing the earth. 
 
Penstemon (Showy) – Crown & Zeal Chakras  (Penstemon Pseudospectabilis) Connect and clear the crown and zeal point 
energy centers. Open the channels of communication to high self, the I AM and universal guides, gently. Be open to receive 
your own divine understanding of events in your life.   
 
Periwinkle (vinca major) - Rapport   Nature calls to arrive at an older part of early settlement where land is vacant and old 
orchards wait new tending. Old dwellings flicker with life as a vortex of rebirth and revitalization begins to dance around a 
large vinca growth under the fruit trees. The word biogenesis whispers in my ear as the elementals expand their co-creative 
power with Periwinkle as they call this flower... A divine feminine presence joins the making of this Periwinkle mother and a 
new gift of continuance imbues the area. The feeling of timeless care and recognition of what is and has been and will be 
surrounds the essence bowl as it rests with the plants.  For the land the gift is given that day.  The essence mother’s shares a 
message to humanity -"We offer a new rapport for and with humanity. Open to harmonious communication and mutual 
understanding. Whomever may seem a stranger is indeed a friend. " 
 
Prickly Poppy – Freedom’s Call  (Argemone pleiacantha)  Feel excited and ready to transform the energy you have used to 
create protective defenses against fear. Come alive and allow a deeper alignment with our earth mother. Open to the energies 
of mastery in balance with axial tonal alignments through various pathways. Surrender to enjoy and live your brilliance! 
 
Rabbit Brush – Hope  (Chrysothamnus nauseosus) Hope, the soft gentle energy that is the point of light in a veil of darkness 
calling each one of us into action. Offering the fuel of spirit to move out of stagnation, indecision, fear by making a conscious 
choice to be free of whatever the constricting force, pattern or thought is. Hope, the gentle step one takes in understanding 
love and kindness is eternally more powerful than fear and forceful control, on any level. 
 



 

 

 
Red Maids – Cooperation  (Calandrinia ciliata) Made as Mars/Pluto conjunct with Venus. This essence assists the gentle 
integration of conflicting beliefs and energies awakening from cellular memory as reflected out into your world. Transform 
survival fear into feeling excited and ready to co-create in harmony and honoring of all life as one, in the beauty way. 
Transcend personal judgments with compassion and as-is acceptance and thrive in the new age of cooperation. Many souls of 
many spiritual pathways joined in union to birth peace and cooperation within the red ray on the day this essence was made a 
story to be told in the asking. 
 
Rhubarb – ReUnion (Rumex hymenosepalus) Come walk the trail of awakening with nature. Activates source light 
telegraphic codes for engaging humanity's best practices for stewardship and guardianship.  This essence honors the dragon 
network that has come online for upgrading and regeneration. Remember the communication we have with source and planet 
so we may come into harmony. A key focus is the embodying of self-respect, allowing the knowing of your own unique 
divinity while honoring others divine qualities and presence.    
 
Rose (Wild AZ) – Love’s Rapture Within (Rosa Arizonica)  
Feel source love throughout the body as grounded and stable with clarity and all knowing. Allow this essence to signal the 
transformation of cellular fear into love in a gentle rapture of your own divine timing.  A must for chaotic stress filled days, 
shock trauma, or transition. Our Earth Mother loving raised this rose’s vibration for five years to assist humanity in this way. 
 
Sow Thistle – Longevity (Sonchus oleraceus) Nature’s balance to connect and protect cellular alignment to your true 
blueprint. This essence encourages your body’s innate intelligence to begin clearing the physical addictive desires for food 
substances such as additives, man-made flavor enhancers, absorbed chemicals used in non-organic farming. A great essence 
to support your simple and true body YUM/YUCK response. Bottom line old eating habits will change, and you will desire 
less and less of non-vital packaged or prepared food items. Use with Stevia to moderate sugar intake, and kick the “fake” 
substitutes.  
 
Stock (night scented)  – Resilience (Matthiola longipetala) Personal gateways will open with the taking of this essence. The 
invitation of your divine spark to shine now ever more present than any time in this life.  When you set the preferred intention 
of Resilience, what was once judged hard/fear driven by yourself, your perceptions and life experiences begins to dissipate 
control of your thoughts and emotions.  This essence supports your shift to a more positive mindset, to grow stronger and 
become a first choice when consciously chosen in this now moment. Wild & prolific with a fragrance that beckons all to 
remember at dusk if you are near. The nature devas of this flower formed a unified field of connection and homecoming as 
the essence was solarizing.  
 
Sunflower – Fulfillment  (Helianthus annuus) Following the path of the sun let sunflower open the way for the infinite 
source that is waiting to fulfill all your needs, dreams and visions within your divine plan.  Feel the happiness available in 
every breath, in every moment. Flexibility! Accept and receive. Allow the angels to help you abundantly manifest your 
successes, your Divine Victory in the light. Attune to your cycle from creating the seed, to bloom unto harvest of your soul’s 
heart seeds – Fulfillment. Enjoy! 
 
Thimbleberry - Inner Guidance  (Rubus deliciosus var. neomexicanus) Use in meditation to strengthen your divine will 
and inner guidance system. Use when redirecting low vibe feelings into harmony so you can express your true wellbeing. A 
tree-shrub frequently called New Mexico Raspberry; this flower called to become part of the Vortex Family for 2 years. The 
area in Oak Creek Canyon where this thimbleberry is rooted is a doorway to the light realms.   Take with the Lupine trilogy, 
Sedona dandelion, penstemon (showy) and wallflower to remember that which you are here to express and share. If you 
travel at night in light body to visit with guides and others working on humanities behalf, this essence will connect you with 
El Morya Four Corners retreat and then the entire network of established retreats and ashrams. 
 
Toadflax (Butter & Eggs) – Expectancy  (Linaria dalmatica) Assists in opening the electrical system of deeply impacted 
beliefs or thought patterns of fearful expectancies. Expect a miracle! Uncreate what you have projected into the future based 
on limiting beliefs. Be alive in what brings you pleasure and joy. Create a “hearty” foundation from which to create a new 
vision and live your miracle. Affirm I AM and know your truth that goes beyond the commonly found. 
 
Tulip (mariposa) – Kindness (Calochortus ambiguous) Can you be a leader of kindness in life’s experiences? This essence 
connects the breaks in one’s electrical system where defense behaviors have harden, short circuited, or blocked the ability to 
be spontaneous and giving when prompted by the heart. Allow your urge to perform random acts of kindness to bloom again. 
For the truth is, kindness always returns to those who have given it. Perhaps even from someone totally new. Join with nature 
in creating our world in kindness and joyful surprise. Mariposa Tulip supports mutually beneficial relationships in all areas of 
your life.  
 



 

 

 
Valerian – Let Go! & Let’s Go! (Tobacco root / Valeriana arizonica) This variety of valerian brings peace and rest and 
gentle brain balance during expansion periods. This flower offers balance from chronic fear patterning, false fronts and trying 
to fit in. Angels surround this essence ready to be asked for assistance in letting go and being open for new inspirations for 
beneficial solutions and action tasks to achieve them. Also assist relieving clumsiness based on being ungrounded. 
 
Vervain – Pattern Removal  (Verbena wrightii) Allow for gentle recognition of patterns in body, mind and spirit that are 
presenting themselves for completion, clearing or realigning to your soul’s requirements at this time. Allow your body’s 
wisdom to make conscious to you patterns or operating beliefs that have held you controlled by some form of fear. By 
affirming you will stay present, grounded and love yourself, then make the conscious choice to dissolve the pattern and 
balance all ways it has affected your life. The most important issue will be apparent for you think on it multiple times a day. 
Take this essence while asking for the issue and pattern to dissolve and love your self. Watch and accept the changes.  
 
Violet (white) – Inner Power (Viola Canadensis) Awaken and embrace your power of prayer. Open to deeper faith and trust 
in your ability to direct your life aligned with your divine gifts and resources, guides and angels in spirit. The gentle gift of 
this small white flower offers a remembrance of your inner power – profound and eternally peaceful. 
 
Wallflower (orange) – Expertise (Erysimum wheeleri) Master expertise in the area of your focused passion. Set the 
resonant tone of your great good for your life experiences. Ease concern over events and moments you are observing and 
have not consciously created. View the collective human social scene with appreciation before you make decisions of 
diversity and choices of contrast.   
 
Windmills - Accuracy  (Allionia incarnata) Trailing four o'clock. Windmills will pull you in to new states of awareness and 
pinpoint focus of being to understand the design and flow of new energies streaming from and around the planet. Windmills 
gives the person taking it a myopic focus of sourced consciousness within the unified field of humanity. Accurate alignment 
so you may deliver your intent into manifestation in harmony and union and collective collaboration. 
 
Yucca (Banana) – Share Your Gifts (baccata banana) Reach up into the quantum field, the collective realms of 
consciousness to align with your higher knowing.  Be with the essence of your presence and ask to receive new gifts for self 
and to share. Some remain in the silent still point of your being watching for the call to to express into this life.  Some reveal 
themselves to you as improvements and solutions to heart felt pondering and questions offered up for guidance and 
clarity.  Some packets with stream through you as the unique deliverer of wisdom as an open source gift to be discovered by 
another to add their energy for manifestation. Grounded with a sense of certainty, others will recognize and honor the value 
of your sharing. Will you?  
 
Yucca (Soaptree) – All My Relations (Yucca elata) Allow	for	quantum	healing	when	you	take	this	essence	Fulfill	the	
dream	of	your	ancestors,	with	your	practices	and	intuitive	ways...	claim	your	wisdom,	and	set	yourself	free	and	all	
your	relations,	genetic	and	soul	groups.	Transcendent	portal	through	earthly	time	and	beyond.	“Katydids”	as	I	call	
them	opened	dimensional	codes	and	doorways	imbuing	this	essence	as	it	solarized.	Receive	in	natural	gentle	grace.	 
 

 
TETON WILDFLOWER ESSENCES 1/2 OZ Stock Level  
 
Teton Wildflower Essences began being made in 2000 to co-create a natural vortex of divine creative force in which all of 
humanity could drink of and experience a deeper connection on many levels of consciousness opening for humanity leading 
up and through 2012. These essences are activators awakening your greatest potentials in your body, allowing for your 
divine blueprint to physically manifest with grace when intended. The set works synergistically to open your electrical system 
to dissolve blocked energies and align your subtle energy fields and physical body to receive your greatest good as given 
specifically by your word and decree, intent and consent. Those drawn, guided and inspired to use them will be facilitated in 
their personal health and well being, expansion of personal consciousness, and ease in ascendant living. 
 
Arnica – I Synthesize  (and I am moving forward) 
When you are ready to flow in the balanced understanding, the middle road of any conflict of belief or action that you are 
creating, experiencing, feeling, or imagining. Begin to synthesize all sides of the argument/conflict within you and choose to 
be in the balanced outcome of agreement, win-win co-creation or harmonious parting of ways. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Balsam Root – I Make New (and I reset my beliefs, perspectives, and actions)  
Nature’s alliance for humanity’s major cultural /societal reset. When you are ready to accept responsibility for how you have 
experienced your daily life relationships and events.  Deepen your understanding of where and when you have added or 
withheld your creative choices and energies to community and global trends and foundational changes. Make new decisions 
of present circumstances based on current insights and intuitional feeling of support for the greater good and unified 
collective. Be so present the past and future are merged for a new pathway all may see and experience.   
 
Beardstongue (Penstemon Strictus) – I Cherish (and I am honoring the freewill choice of others)  
When you are ready to be authentic, to feel the depth of spiritual connection, and share unrestrained by conditioning with 
another soul, place or species. To cherish and allow all senses to express and share the divine of self with another freely and 
when returned grow together, evolving with the power of love in timeless, clear agreement and reverence.  
 
Bisquitroot – I Welcome  (and I am welcomed) 
When you are ready to truly feel wanted, loved and welcome in this lifetime here on earth. Only you can accept the love of 
others by loving to receive it and magnetizing into your life each and every moment. 
 
Buckwheat (Sulfur) – I Heal (and I am healed) 
When you are ready to recognize your divine ability to create your life and awaken divine healing channels for self and so 
you may amplify healing within others. Access and embody the many light rays and frequencies available to humanity to 
balance and heal at this time. 
 
Chickweed – I Transform (and I am transformed) 
When you are ready to change. To transform the energy label and charge of a thought, belief, perspective, emotion, habit, 
lifestyle , of anything that no longer serves you. Begin by claiming the creatorship of it and know you are empowered to 
dissolve it’s control, force or influence on you, now. Now, what will you use the free energy for? What desire will it 
empower into manifestation?   I now transform _________into ________.  I transform my default agreements as I become 
conscious of them.  
 
Cinquefoil – I Build (and I am building my reality) 
When you are ready to claim your creatorship of building your life guided by your greater presence. Set your current space, 
place and pace with the specifics of your goals and desires in wholeness. Align your physical, emotional, mental and 
spirit/soul consciousness to co-create the moments of this life inspired in each moment.  I live my life by my design.  
 
Clematis (Columbia blue) – I Align (and I am aligning)  
When you are ready to align your axial tonal to nature’s geometries of love. Calling forth that your creations be of highest 
good will be done in time moment to moment.  
 
Columbine - I Support (and I am supported) 
When you are ready to drop the defense of pushing independence and allow the assistance from others on all levels of your 
being. Everthing is always working out for you and you are supported in all ways when you allow. 
 
Coral Root – I Shift  (and I am shifting others) 
When you are ready to shift gears, shift into action, shift up the scale of emotions into what makes you feel good. Shift your 
focus of thought deliberately to match what makes you feel good. Explore specifically what you do desire to live. 
 
Cranesbill (r. geranium) – I Connect (and I am connecting to the many qualities, and aspects of my soul.)  
When you are ready to consciously embody more of your I AM, super consciousness into your human physicality in this 
lifetime /incarnation.  This essence assists the many paths of reconnection and remembering and awakening to your divine.  
This in expansion allows a clarity of conscious communication with other sovereign beings on the many realms and 
dimensions you are ready to acknowledge and co-exist within creation. Partners with Danburite . 
 
Daisy (Wooly) – I Inspire (and I am inspired) 
When you are ready to offer your inspirations and solutions to new challenges and surprises with love. Let the power of your 
source dissolve the unconscious hold on your awareness. 
 
Flax – I Understand (and I am understanding) 
When you are ready to understand any experience you have created on all levels including how your feel. 
 
 



 

 

 
Fleabane – I Receive (and I am receiving) 
When you are ready to receive that which you have asked for and know it will arrive. 
 
Geranium (Sticky) – I Awaken  (and I am awakening) Geranium viscosissimum, 
When you are ready to be conscious and awake. Calling forth understanding, insight, wisdom, know how, genius and 
wonder. Awaken to new ideas and allow them to transform old patterns or beliefs by focusing on how you feel about any 
thought.  Be open to know and feel your heart’s desires and inner being. Awaken enjoyable ways to accomplish tasks and 
goals and whatever you have consciously placed your focus upon. 
 
Gillia (Scarlet) – I Embody (and I am sharing) 
When you are ready to embody the conscious presence of your higher source guidance and wisdom. 
 
Harebell (Roundleaf) – I Create  (and I am creating) 
When you are ready to create with your I AM. I= God; AM = in action. Open the flow of your creativity and begin the 
learning and true expression of your passions and soul heart’s desires. A modern change agent of love. 
 
Hollyhock – I Believe (and I am believing) 
When you are ready to believe anything is possible. To believe in the new concepts, data, experiences and thoughts coming 
from your I AM/Source/Super creator for your best growth, health, and lifestyle choices that support your happiness and is 
balanced in harmony for the good of all.   
 
Larkspur – I Uplift (and I am uplifted) 
When you are ready to uplift your thoughts and position along life’s emotional scale and experience consciously that which 
you are choosing. Do you choose to feel a yum or yuck?  
 
Lily (spadderdock water) – I Allow (and I am allowing) 
When you are ready to allow new perspectives, understandings, bigger pictures and new possibilities into your daily life. 
Follow your yum and yuck feelings. The nature of your feelings, can flow into lighter qualities by taking this essence. Calm 
explosive outbursts by focusing on how you do choose to feel, and learning to register where you are on the scale of your 
emotional guidance system, you can master the art of allowing. 
 
Lupine (Lodgepole) – I Know (and I am knowing) 
When you are ready to consciously allow the inner knowing of your  spiritual nature to to give voice to your truth. Be One 
with each question/answer of body, mind, soul and spirit and take action upon new choices that evolve from this process. 
 
Paintbrush (Castilleja liniarifolia) – I Sense (and I am sensing) 
When you are ready to recalibrate your earthly senses to discern guidance that flows in your highest good, safety, pleasure, 
fun, abundance and as you decree on into infinite. 
 
Penstemon (Showy ) – I Bridge ( and I am bridging)  
When you are ready to bridge the play of imagination with critical intuition for this moment and into future generations with 
Nature’s lasting potential for adaptation and solution.  
 
Rose (wild WY) - I Belong (and I am welcomed) 
When you are ready to include yourself within a larger group, community, and your life's most exquisite plan, allow this 
Teton rose to infuse your being with fullness of love's belonging in wholeness and joy. 
 
Salsify (yellow) – I Link (and I am linking suns) When you are ready to become aware and awaken your connection to your 
source lineage and the many gifts you brought to support your Earth Mother. Made June 20, 2015 in preparation for light 
workers to be aligned and available for the opening portals to come of the Earth/Star Network. Take it to become aligned to 
your own source star link when you are ready. Gaia Blessings. 
 
Saxifrage – I Imagine (and I am imagining) 
When you are ready to imagine a new reality for daily living and generations to come. 
 
Serviceberry – I Serve (and I am serving) 
When you are ready to flow with the love of your desire to serve in a healthy and balanced way. End the patterns of rescue 
and sacrifice to experience the inner joy of sharing your divine knowledge, gifts and love with humanity and all life here. 



 

 

 
Open to understand your deepest value, qualities nad virtues in this life and begin to share them in an enthusiastic way, 
welcomed by those spirit sends your way. 
 
Spring Beauty – I Embrace (and I am embraced) 
When you are ready to embrace the experiences of your life, whether considered in the past as good or bad, and move on into 
a life of oneness and love. Allow your true spiritual nature to move you past the convergence of polarity into your wholeness. 
What new potential and opportunity awaits your focus and discovery? Call on your deepest truths to be revealed and begin 
enjoying a new way of embracing your own choices and new perspectives and experiences. Let you inner knowing emerge to 
be shared 
 
Steer’s Head – I Balance (and I am balanced) 
When you are ready to be the loving centered connection to your source as you experience being the observer, creator, actor, 
director, and technical staff of your life. Invoke the balance of your vision, desire, and needs be met and manifested into this 
reality. So Be It Balance. 
 
Stickseed (Blue) – I Adapt (and I am adapting) 
When you are ready to be in this world and create from a place and feeling of love. Adapt your views, beliefs, senses and 
actions to thrive in the elements and be the master of your destiny. Look around you, there are many to welcome your new 
way of being. 
 
Stonecrop – I Accept (and I am accepting) 
When you are ready to accept the current state of your reality and move on to empower change to improve your experience 
and feeling good. 
 
Thistle (Musk) – I Thrive (and I am thriving) 
(Carduus nutans) When you are ready to go deeply within and shift pathways, beliefs and conditioning of survival and 
realign your thoughts, feelings, actions to ones that feel good, bring you a sense of well being and all the qualities you are 
calling forth A-Z. In deep communion with your I AM, guides and angels begin to elevate your life situations by establishing 
an ever increasing flow of light and intuitive knowing. Keep your thoughts focused on your imagined outcome, match it with 
feelings of well being and ask to align to their manifestation. 
 
Woodland Star – I Reveal (and I am revealed) 
When you are ready to receive new revelations in conscious awareness. When you are ready to reveal more of your source 
expression. From earthly life and beyond allow the natural and profound connection to the spiritual realms and other physical 
life forms.  
 
Yarrow (white) - I Intuit (and I am intuiting) 
When you are ready to develop your intuitive connections, clear intentions, truth and trust of your own conscious creativity 
and outcomes  
 

 
TRINITY WILDFLOWER ESSENCES  1/2 oz Stock Level 
Inspired by the knowledge of greater expansions to come for humanity, these essences create a vibrational bridge from the 
contrasts experienced in daily life to the beautiful inner journey of becoming who you truly are destined to embody, express 
and gift out into the world. A divine feminine presence guides and directs universal frequencies through these essences and 
co-creates with our earth mother and the plant kingdom as to which flower will be made and where. These frequencies are 
for all life here on earth.  For humanity they offer a new and graceful means to create the shifts and changes you wish to 
explore and experience this life time. The word trinity carries many meanings, and for these essences made, it represents the 
potential to take two opposing energies, beliefs or experiences and raise your perspective, feeling nature, and perspective to 
understand what the seeming duality calls out to become in harmony, solution, innovation or inspiration. 
 
Aster – Earth Angel  USA  
Assists the understanding of inner guidance awakening that pertains to planetary earth assistance. 
Aligns the body to flow with ease when experiencing planetary polar shifts, energy grid adjustments.  
Co-creative resonance with the angelic realms to stream new energies for geographical harmony. 
 
 



 

 

 
Bugle – Heart Wisdom  Switzerland  
Amplifies your path of passionate creation. 
Answer the clarion call of your higher self, the monad, the aspect of source that you are, the I AM that I AM. 
Remember the beating of your heart’s purpose and joy. 
Go within or go without. Awaken your wisdom of self. 
Be in order to Do. 
Breathe each moment in sacred union with all that you are. Ready in Love to be the gatekeeper of your divine mastery, here 
now!  
 
Edelweiss – Creative Power  Switzerland 
Accept deeper connections to your higher self, your spiritual nature, and highest design for this lifetime. 
Open further pathways in the brain to merge new creative energies available. 
Use your imagination in positive ways, in world service. 
Attract frequencies aligned to your power of love and all cooperative collaborators to support you. 
 
Iris – Uniting Peace  USA  
When you ask for peace it awakens within your body-mind-spirit as you allow. 
Unite and bring together both sides of any inner conflict and feel the quiet frequencies of peace. 
Use in meditation or group work to harmonize diverse energies that cause resistance to manifest the group's intentions, event 
or production. 
 
Pomegranate - Oasis  (USA -AZ) 
Nature's connection for regeneration and balance of elemental creation. 
Rest in the oasis of light, love, beauty and knowing of the divine feminine. 
Include yourself! when caring for others dreams, feelings, health and needs.  
Accept Universal Abundance into your life with positive knowing there is always  
enough. Oasis empowers intentions generated by a love of earth, life and service. 
Three Star One blessings to assist the old brain into wholeness to thrive and be 
fertile. "Altar of Flow and stages of cycles; to be reborn in oneness and eternal  
blessing" Rise up from your past genetic and subconscious fears as Persephone helps you to 
ascend, free to create new dreams. 
  
Saquaro – Pure Speech  USA  
Open new pathways of clear communication to your spiritual guides and human family. 
Awaken the power of a loving, living, conscious language. 
Assist in clearing the static of EMF and other technological energy patterns. 
Define your truth and heart's desire clear of psychic projections that may distort your ability to share in clarity. 
Enhances the clear path to receive your divine guidance. 
 
Trillium – New Solutions  Canada 
Opening the way for new solutions to be understood. 
Creates a strong clear awareness of options and opportunities present in your world. 
Redirects existing fear/separation patterns of the mind into clarity of more aligned thoughts. 
Deepens your connection to the universal flow. 
Opens a line of energy exchange and communication with the universal divine feminine presence co-creating the Trinity 
collection. 
 
Peaceful Earth Solution – (planetary solution not to be taken internally. (1 oz glass bottle) 
Combining the Trinity essences to offer the most current vibrational alignments and frequencies to uplift into present time 
any physical location. Includes a trillium mother made only for the planet & nature. (not sold separately).  
Good for human building structures, bodies of water, and earthen landscapes. 
 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 
CUMBRIA WILDFLOWER ESSENCES, UK  ½ oz Stock Level 
A new collection carrying an ancient creative design brought present for future generations  
 
Bluebells – Constancy (Hyacinthoides non-scripta) Made with three graduating levels for humanity's use, this essence calls 
to be taken when life experience seems to test what you believe to be true. Stay the course, unwavering with faithfulness and 
purpose to live from your source guidance. Be open to evolve for your highest good and will.  Celebrate in trust, nature's 
dependable collaboration and the fairy realm's devotion for enduring co-creation. Bluebells can be taken to dispel and 
transmute old superstition beliefs you may still hold on a cellular level.  Today we consciously can work together with the 
many different elemental realms for the good and evolving sustainable development of humanity’s impact, growth and use of 
resources on this planet with clear balanced harmony.  Be open to the genius of nature. 
 
Buttercup (meadow) – Chin Up! (rannunculas acris)  Encourages you to claim new choices that bring balance and 
happiness to your life. Shift  negative bias/default reactions and keep you chin up. Ask for clarity and understanding in 
compassion for your self and others.  Move through the experiences, integrations and challenges you have drawn into your 
life to awaken into conscious awareness that you create your reality.  
 
Campion (red) – Peacemaker (silene dioica) Let Campion engage grace and ease in coalescing very old disruptive creative 
cellular programming and conditioning from ancient planetary history. When you have set your intentions for soul 
embodiment, use with conscious self love nurturance to bring equality and power to both male and female 
incarnations. Relax and allow your awareness to expands into quantum realization and revelation as your body stabilizes 
higher and higher vibrational levels. Allow the softening of the warrior fierceness held with the intention of “whatever it 
takes” to move forward with the power of compassion.   
 
Cherry (wild double gean) – Universal Prism  (prunus avium plena)  White light radiance sharing all pathways of 
universal wisdom. Take what is perfect for you, in the way you may receive. Start where you are and raise your frequencies 
and harmonic resonance each today and moment. Expand into your new experiences bringing that which you value to share 
and co-create with earthly life. Allow ever-evolving wisdom of source to become you, to guide and grow within your core, a 
new sensory awareness of self union. In action let this essence travel your form and energy bodies and support your holding 
of the past "historical evidence appearing real' to surrender momentum and triggers into greater love. Surrendering past 
beliefs no longer serving, so you may include and sense what can be as you aliven your purpose in this current reality. Daily 
life will seem orchestrated with delight as you ask for this radiant connection with universal wisdom.  
 
Currant - Be Current Now! (Ribes Sanguineum)  Find the humor and correlation of signs and meanings that you spot in 
your surroundings as you explore and experience new places. If your curiosity leads you to open pathways beyond your 
comfort zone, intend each new discovery always enlighten and illuminate. Change and applied manifestation occur by 
being present in this current time reality. Whether mystical, philosophical, scientific, educational make your seeking a gift 
you can appreciate and be grateful for. Practice brings delight as you guide your interest & curiosity by checking if it feels 
good to know. Use Be Current Now! as your command during any meditation / session modality you are utilizing for soul 
integration, past or future, Let your current moment call to you the knowledge to move forward into clarity and joy.  
 
English Primrose – Assurance (Primula vulgaris, vulgaris) Let this essence closes the gap of doubt into certainty, timidity 
into confidence, as you set your intentions for awakening, knowing and sharing your own gifts and abilities that you were 
divinely born with. Taking this English Primrose essence creates the sense of serenity, ease and flow to express your wisdom 
of the new and unknown for humanity's growth and evolution. It assists your mindful choice of words, example, story and 
metaphor to presence and present an understanding of new knowledge that has been requested. 
 
Foxglove – Include Yourself  (Digitalis purpurea)  Allow yourself to open and receive greater self love in this lifetime. It 
begins with allowing yourself to be worthy of receiving and giving at new and greater levels as you claim in your daily life 
what you value and desire and choose to create. The dynamic power of sending your self love through time and space into 
your past experiences being triggered or appreciated and into your future with freewill intention created from a grounded 
stance of being present in every moment is supported by taking this essence. What ever practices and actions you acquire 
along your life's journey, celebrate the discovery of the awakening of greater self love and special unique gifts you brought 
into share.  Include yourself first and you will find the core magnificence of your strength to awaken and know how to use 
and manage your energy bodies for good.  Acknowledge the footprint you leave, and what it gifts each step of your life.  
 
Welsh Poppy - Liberation  (meconopsis cambrica)  The nature spirits of this plant prepared to make this essence for 3 
years with a profuse three year bloom throughout Great Britain.  Consider liberation as a unification of the diverse 
expressions of communities seeking a rich sharing of new thought, historic expertise in many crafts and husbandry and the 
remembrance and awakening of a new sacred trust and stewardship tending the land and creating a regenerative new 



 

 

 
blueprint for ecological co-creation that leads the world with magical, mystical, spiritual weaving of a human tapestry of 
beauty and abundance in all areas and levels of Life's expression and experience. Beyond the polarity of right and wrong, 
shame and blame a phoenix of leadership and governance rises as we will allow.  May we be blessed through liberation 
beyond all measure of what we have known until this moment.   
 
 

 
TUSCANY WILDFLOWER ESSENCES Italy 1/2 OZ Stock Level  
Awakening new renaissance actualizations, pulses in each of the essences made from the wild and  
garden flowers of Tuscany, Italy. They embrace with ease, ever-changing potential. Nature's purity,  
weaving wholeness in well-being. The Tuscany essences empower new visions of cultural expression,  
individual genius and inspired global lifestyles of creativity enhancing a new ecosphere of spiritual 
community.  
 
Chicory - Authority – Autorevolezza  Expressing from an inner authority, so naturally and spontaneously, that what you 
think, say or do it uplifts oneself and all around. Oh what a gift chicory brings as you allow its assistance.Through any 
resistance or defenses you may have concocted with conviction, this chicory essence offers a new sense of clarity, 
understanding, love, support and protection from any perceived challenge. As you allow your inner authority to comes 
forward into your daily life you will experience more confidence, a renewed ability to shake off energies that are moving 
through, to know your personal choices matter to YOU! first and foremost and to those who resonate with them. As you 
begin to redefine your point of attraction, experiences and opportunities appear that nurture, inspire, abundantly support your 
desires. Each day, a deep satisfaction in your daily life activities grows. You align to what thoughts and actions make you 
feel your best in any circumstance. As you allow changes to occur and focus daily on creating the flow of developing well-
being, existing habits, past conditions, old beliefs and players fall away that contradict your flow of happiness.   
 
Jasmine - The Sweet Life - La Dolce Vita  (Villa Vine ) Delicious diversity! A reality where everyone is accepted as they 
arrive at the collective potential, contributing their enjoyment of life and all the moments that bring ever-changing delight in 
their creation and sharing and weaving into the fabric and tapestry of global society. This flower essence mother was made in 
co-creation with the collective potential and experience of the retreat guests and villa community. Creating nature's new 
renaissance vortex  link to the divine feminine portal and activities of light done in 2013 guided by Patricia Cota-Robles. 
Supported by the Yarrow mother which had solarized on the same place a few days before, this Jasmine mother quickly 
merged and shared its signature throughout the growing plant species and unified planetary ecosphere.   
 
Olive - Vitality –Vitalità When a multi-tasking schedule is running your day and your brain says "Enough" let Olive connect 
the circuits and remind your body-mind-spirit of the natural energy source you have on call with only a moment's intention 
and focus. Energy that is smooth, even, filled with nurturing, renewing vitality that offers accomplished ease at any speed 
however many streams of interest you have flowing. Take time to evaluate a new flow to your day that gives short periods of 
recharge and fresh perspective that will allow you to feel aligned and in the flow. Olive - Vitality ignites "happy to be alive" 
feelings, deep breaths and sighs of contentment and adds a grounded strength that calmly disperses any false sense of 
fatigue.  For old souls, use 3x daily for at least 21 days to vibrationally lift the heaviness of old records and frequencies of 
your service to the planet and humanity. A Kitchen Mystic secret…. add to your olive oil.  
 
Rose (wild white single) - The Clear Light - La Chiara Luce The clear pure light of your source present in every sense, 
aligned to your best health, wealth, lifestyle and creations. Whether viewed as the cosmic forces, the God particle, an act of 
kindness or the knowing of a spiritual purity and authenticity of self awareness, live your light! Forever Present Now!  
 
Spanish Broom - Equilibrium – Equilibrio  As above ~ So Below ~ As within ~ As without. Taking Spanish Broom offers 
a vibrational maintaining of equilibrium while moving forward and a consciousness state of focus in which opposing forces 
or influences are balanced and uplifted (trinitized) to a win-win outcome, resolution or new creation for an individual or for 
the good of all in a given collective experience. Allow the big picture to impress the possibilities of the actions you are about 
to take beyond your current viewpoint. Ask for the best alignment to achieve your intention, goal and or purpose. Spanish 
Broom supports expansion and inclusion of unknown factors to be recognized and understood so you can flow with 
conscious choices, inspired from your source in eagerness for their manifestation. 
 
Yarrow (white) - Bless the Bond - Benedici Bond When one blesses the bond of all life, as St. Francis blessed all animals, 
new intuitive skills awaken.  A wholeness and understanding of how to communicate between species, beyond languages, 
throughout the stars develops within your conscious awareness.  By allowing this connection, a serene 



 

 

 
certainty and telepathic empathy joins you to the presence of the new earth. There is a deep sense of homecoming and 
welcoming as you establish your appreciation of each moment and all the players in it.  When taken in combination with 
the Ascendant Living blend - Reverence for All Life - Kuthumi , you can develop a present time awareness of your co-
creation with Kuthumi and St. Francis through time. Animal Communicators and Shamanic Practitioners will benefit with 
this Yarrow as it connects lineages, ancestry and the wisdom of animal intelligence as it is evolving at this present time. 
 

 
DNA SUPPORT  WILDFLOWER COLLECTION .5 stock level 
This DNA Support Collection offers a vibrational match to activations and energy work focused on supporting your optimal 
health. A vibrational multi-dimensional offing for your personal evolving growth. 
And also when working with your naturopathic physician or health care practitioner to clear core issues and related causes 
of dis-ease this collection assists creating a harmonious balance during detox, adjustments, rejuvenation, and surgeries. 
 
Wild Candytuft – Cathedral Goddess (Thlaspi montanum) 
Awaken the core divine feminine within to create a new expression of Life into the material world and beyond within your 
lightbody. This DNA essence begins the repatterning of your creative matrix to one created pure, clear, in wholeness. 
Drawing in white/gold source light to the lightbody centers then to the organ centers assisting transformation in grace and 
ease realigning energies to your individual path of ascension with our Earth Mother. 
  
Daffodil – Brain Balance  (Narcissus ajax) 
Thaw frozen patterns of mental thought, beliefs, and judgments that create your reality. This essence offers a vibrational 
signal to harmonize and awaken full brain function. As one moves out of chaotic mass conscious levels of the 1st-3rd 
paradigms and intends for the brain to align with the higher vibrations of light, to one’s source, higher self, clairaudience is 
benefited. Assists discernment of truthful communication. Aligns the brain, solar plexus and personal source self to anchor 
the full brain function in genius knowing. 
  
Daisy (Plains) – I AM (Erigeron modestus)  
Be fully the radiance of your divine self in action. Live the joy of your being. I am _______. As you fill in the blank with 
your every thought word and action, you create your reality. Focus your awareness on your source I AM light with Plains 
Daisy, and allow the subconscious DNA recorded memory to be redirected with self-mastery and ownership. Detach from the 
psychic mass conscious influences as you call forth the embodiment of your divine presence.  
 
Ginger (wild) – Living Love (Asarum hartwegii)  
Begin to experience Life from Source love and wellbeing, no longer in fear of duality. First response-Love. First thought – 
Love and the first view of the physical world will be created from Living Love. The DNA then records Love as basis of 
cellular memory from the ascended state. This essence will assists softening energetic defenses around the heart center, and 
potentially dissolve warrior bands if it is your conscious choice. 
  
Gromwell – Holographic Recoding (lithospermum incisum)  
Stay focused on your daily life. Allow your body elemental and innate intelligence utilize this essence for your great good. 
Purify historical records, cellular memory held in your stranded DNA. Activate your own divine design, for holographic 
healing and actualization of human divine blueprint. Clear the way for spiritual repatterning, and DNA recodification.  
 
Hyacinth (white) – Chakra Clear  (Triteleia ugalite) 
White light surge of Love, opens your awareness to the next dimensions. Transform arising anger, or fear from first thought, 
with a powerful surge of peace that arises from your hara center, with clear direct understanding. This essence opens and 
aligns the energy centers to be directed by your source, your higher self, I AM presence, moving out controlling fear patterns 
from all your energy centers.  Feel it work up your chakras, with each thought that is not of peaceful harmony. Breathe and 
allow, the white light to heal, harmonize, and balance, birthing a new you! This essence supports the establishing of 
conscious communication with your chakra system. Unconscious programming will begin to align to your current path and 
conscious choices. There is a divine timing for all experiences and this week of using this essence will awaken an 
understanding of co-creatorship with your source self. How you may have “stored” time/space experiences will begin to 
purify and transcend from your cellular memory 
  
Larkspur (Barestem) – Sacred Heart (Delphinium scaposum)  
Promotes health as you align your physical form with your spiritual presence. Make whole the affairs of the heart and align 



 

 

 
the your heart’s geometries to the harmonics of divine love and light. Calm the racing heart of transformation as this essence 
assist the balanced expanded flow of energies through the physical heart and heart chakra/center. The physical flower of this 
plant is used in Hopi ceremony to journey the stars.  
 
Lily (Shasta) – The Gift  (Lilium washingtonianum)  
Open to receive the awakening of your conscious commitment to expand your source energies into your physical body. The 
reconnection of your conscious source of well-being is a divine birthright, this essence vibrates in attracting this activation 
within your DNA. This Lily of Illumination is a gift, not of clearing, or of process. It carries with its nature, the vibration of 
Archangel Gabriel and the perfection of Rebirth within your given body in this lifetime. For those who have chosen to hold 
the focus of reconstruction of the 12 strand DNA and beyond this essence is your gift. “Blessings and Godspeed in Love and 
Grace. So Be It. I AM One” Supports DNA activations. Open to receive the awakening of your conscious commitment to 
expand your source energies into your physical body. 
  
Mustard – Synthesis  (Brassica campestris)  
Allow your natural biorhythms to synthesis and sync up to the new expression that is birthing. As you rest your body 
elemental is adjusting to your expansion and change, aligning and prioritizing your growing awareness of your source and 
well-being. This essences aids the physical body to transmute and gently dissolve ancient cellular memory of survival 
patterning from the DNA. There is a synthesis of soul priority, higher self and the physical mind body union. Supports a 
pinpoint clarity and focus in detachment, and emotional balance with earthly matters. Become the radiance, beauty and joy of 
your source, God presence. Allow the DNA to restore the harmonics of Love in the balance of masculine and feminine 
energies on deeper levels  
 
Ookow – Nourishment  (Dichelostemma multiflorum)  
Allow your body to know the enjoyment, delight and nourishment of eating. Transmute DNA patterns based on cellular 
memory of starvation; food addictions, and find true nourishment. Open the body’s ability to absorb the nourishment and 
light of that which you eat. Your unique discerning taste for what your body needs. Be fulfilled, and enjoy with all senses the 
food you prepare and eat. Recognize and transcend digesting your reactions to your surrounding environment. Such as family 
disputes that often take place around the dining table or in front of the TV. 
  
Rocket (London ) – Entering Dimensions (Sisymbrium irio)  
Expansion in sourcing new levels of consciousness. This essence’s vibration sounds the geometric code to open the inner 
halls of Life, the doorway to our creator’s many worlds. Prepare your body elemental for universal experiences. 
 
Poppy (Mexican)  – The Key (Escholtzia mexicana)  
Express who you were born to be in this lifetime. Begin, complete, and begin again new identities as you create them to be to 
experience a full life of contrast and choice. Turn the key to the flow of Source / Self-entering into your body. Open to use 
earthly creative power, the fuel of Life. This essence unfolds deep core patterns transforming the cellular frequencies of 
doom and foreboding of divine evolutionary changes to come. Lady Justice and Melchizedek over lighted this level in 
balance with divine forgiveness. Mexican Poppy offers a soft vibrational assistance the use of Ocotillo to transform 2nd 
chakra sacral patterns. Also merging with California Poppy to enhance lightbody teamwork with the ascended masters at the 
universal levels of soul integration and purpose. Be more than you have ever been here on earth.  
 
Shattuckite – (polished) – DNA Translation  
Align DNA levels of cellular memory of your soul to your source blueprint. Repair the electrical system’s ability of 
communication on all levels of being so it may begin to translate ancient wisdom for use in this lifetime. Facilitates ability to 
channel clearly who or what you intend. Utilize life force and power in harmony. When focused on healing a dis-ease, allow 
this essence to empower your intention for perfect health and proper functioning of the divine blueprint in your DNA. Useful 
in transformational work, to clear cause, core, record and memory of a particular issue, life or blocks on all levels. 
  
Variscite – DNA Resolution  
Gently allows the body to upgrade the electrical and nervous system to flow with the activation and integration of one’s light 
body so it may function more consciously with the human form. 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 
GARDEN ESSENCES 1/2 OZ Stock Level 
The Garden Essences are being made in human created garden landscapes with Nature connecting to new earth vortex 
frequencies for spiritual living in any urban setting. This collection of essences support and empower spiritual awakening 
and grounded unity within self in any environment or human created habitat. Vortex Essences has been inspired to offer 
healing frequencies for specific thought forms and patterns, of the individual and human collective. They are grown from 
organic or commercial seed or seedlings. Garden essences offer a vibrational bridge to assist the honoring and 
understanding of co-creating with nature as a path to self-mastery and enlightenment within a community setting. Ecoscapes, 
that offer a comfortable welcoming to nature when going wild may cause concern. Uniting in harmony with nature, by 
garden, by acre, by park, by nursery. 
 
Basil – Sensuality (Ocimum basilicum). Open to your full potential and utilize the power of your 1st. and 2nd energy centers 
(chakras) in their true purity of divine will and sensory awareness. Sensuality transformed to the innocence and truthful 
sharing of your feeling nature in the frequencies of love. Break the chain and effects of fear and abuse passed on through your 
genetic lineage.  Made during a practitioner’s certification, this plant too was grown from a young seedling with the 
protective focus to facilitate your soul’s alignment to utilize divine source energies of creation in love. Romance come to 
Life!  
 
Blueberry – The Irresistible ( 
 
Broccoli – Endurance (Waltham 29). This essence assists to see through the illusion of fear and BE the divine vision of your 
life's blueprint. Promotes a balanced awareness of the defenses you created to deny your own ability to transform outside 
static and distorted energies in your human environment and auric field. Taking broccoli amplifies clarity to decide and be 
the light and wisdom that you are. Only you can decide how you will feel and what you will do and when you will become 
the outcome of your heart's desire.  
 
Butterfly Bush – The Invitation (Buddleia Davidii) Lead an extraordinary life. Empower your consciousness to prioritize 
gentle graceful change. Receive the gift of transformation and freedom as gently as a butterfly following its natural life cycle. 
Allow this essence to balance your magnetic and electrical fields during soul integration and expansion. Keep your senses 
light as your spiritual nature grounds more fully in each moment, each breath. Created to facilitate clear divine feminine 
acceptance.  As above so below as within so without... an invitation to adepts for evolving universal alchemy.  
 
Cactus (Christmas pink) – Humility (Zygocactus) Humility is sensing or knowing one’s place in the world, the divine 
source of you, and embodying it. Living one’s life with profound certainty and gentle actions, free of mirroring others paths. 
Being plugged in, connected and taking action in the divine flow. Facing challenges and change with the power of love and 
your divine qualities and virtues.   
 
Cantaloupe- Synchrony (unknown appeared in garden) Drawing to a close the expansion of threads of thought through time 
into the present moment with nature’s alliance in uplifting synchrony for simultaneous thought, action and alignment to your 
wellbeing. Consider anything is possible and it comes into your life’s path when you match the vibrational resonance to that 
which you request. Approach each day in time as new and now, thoughtfully creating your experiences from the best feeling 
place and dance into more as your genius leads the way. 
 
Catmint – Effervescence (Nepeta cataria) Humanity has used catmint in cooking and teas for centuries. It has long 
supported a joyful state, a feeling of freedom, and provided assistance with common discomforts such as menstrual cramps, 
insomnia, nightmares and mild colic. This essence was co-created to help your body elemental respond or react to projected 
thoughts and emotion charged energy from another. Catmint helps also to balance and transmute the energy build up of 
internal transformation (often expressing as non stop burping). Truly! The sense of relief and lightness is so effervescent you 
have to laugh. So get over any embarrassment burping if an issue surfaces suddenly; it is natural and efficient. Catmint is 
great for cats too! Place 3-4 drops in their water bowl. Helps to lift melancholy and grief.   
 
Chive – Persistence (Allium schoenoprasum) Persist in being your gift to the world! Open to your creativity. For over a year 
this plant called out to give its gift. We loved and honored it, yet passed on making an essence. So it grew even bigger and 
more brilliant the next spring, beaming with a love so strong, it could not be ignored any longer. The Deva of this chive plant 
then offered an entire creation – Kitchen Delight for it to be used in. Such persistence!  
 
Chrysanthemum – Beyond Ego (xxx) Swift changes come into alignment, with your source remembrance and surrender to 
the truth of your divine nature. False personas and limitations dissolve as you use your strong intentions, prayerful thoughts 
to express awakening inner truths, highest choices and inspirations of your victory. Receive the assistance of nature and the 



 

 

 
ascended spiritual realms to see a new perception of wholeness even within the illusion of duality contrast. Change your 
thinking – change your life. 
 
Clover (White Lawn) – Sustenance (Trifolium reprens) Connect to your earth point/chakra and feel filled with the 
vibrational frequencies of sustenance. Receive beyond the structures and limitation of human belief sustaining life and 
vitality. All is well, and we are well cared for. 
 
Coreopsis (Plains) – Time Release (coreopsis tinctoria) Can your mind claim the now moment and command non-serving 
beliefs, thoughts that carry emotional triggers, and genetic memory into alignment with current choices? Yes. Is your ego 
compliant? This essence works on the level of ending the looping of cause, core, record and memory of any and all contracts, 
agreements, and experiences you have created in separation and in fear. Take this essence when you know there are 
frequencies of thought ready to be lightened up and transformed. 
 
Cucumber – Energy in Motion (xxx) Multiple plantings within three garden areas called to offer flowers to make this 
essence.  Both male and female flowers sparkled in the morning sunshine to be placed into the bowl. Their message was clear 
with the pulse of the full moon energies of August 18th , 2017.  The cucumber devas impressed that this essence was 
intended as a playful way to flush away anxiety held within the water element of the human form.  While using this essence, 
consider drinking a high ph water. Then as you take a few drop, set a personal intention to transmute those frequencies that 
cause you to feel anxious. Add any specific qualities or instances that come to mind in the moment (such as - edgy, out of 
control emotionally, un-grounded, fearfully reclusive ). Ask your body's innate intelligence to calm the energy in motion with 
each breathe.  
 
Daisy (Shasta )– Solar Purity (Chrysanthemum maximum) Open to solar angelic rays of purity and peace everlasting. When 
called to move, create a new lifestyle, or change relationships, Shasta Daisy will help ease the expansion to your new 
identity. Connects you to Mt. Shasta no matter where you are in service. Companion with mustard in DNA expansion. 
 
Desert Bells – Ingenuity (Phacella campanularia) Human ingenuity refers to the process of applying ideas to solve problems 
or meet challenges. It has led to new mindsets, technologies of applied science, and development of new social systems on 
many levels. What is offered here is nature’s alignment and direct access to solutions that come from within. It is time to 
enjoy the process of creating! Desert Bells creates the flow between Being and Doing of an individual and the harmony to 
achieve the results desired. Helps left and right brain functions coordinate the unfolding of a new concept, it’s expansion, and 
appearance into your collective reality.  
 
Echinacea (Pow Wow/Wild Berry) - Certainty (Purpurea) Set the tone of certainty. What you believe and create nature 
will aliven. This essence helps you to feel a certainty of knowledge, a core strength and inner foundation, where you are so 
sure of your guidance through change and movement. Allow your wisdom to emerge for you as you ponder your life 
experiences. What do you know for sure? How fast do you slip from certainty into question? Can you revel in the delicious 
discovery of a broader perspective as your body purges old frequencies? Will you grow into the full graceful strength of your 
becoming as change agents appear to show you options for your choice of experience? Find your inner faith and trust and 
core certainty and share if you are inspired, for others to feel theirs. Everchanging certainty can be fun! This essence helps 
you to feel a certainty of knowledge, a core strength and inner foundation, where you are so sure of your guidance and 
actions through change and movement. 
 
Evening Primrose (Mexican) – Simplicity  (Oenothera speciosa) Simplicity is a choice, to live from the heart knowing, 
your divine connection and design, in love and light. When your mind or the influence of other’s, present the opportunity to 
get lost, confused, overwhelmed or ruled by the rat race of repetitive thoughts and beliefs, choose simplicity. Slow down, see 
the truth of any given situation and how you are experiencing it. Clarity and flow will follow. 
 
Feverfew – Source You! (Tanacetum parthenium) Be who you were born to be! Express your truth and vision and knowing 
that you carry from source waiting for a vibrational pulse to aliven and awaken into this reality.. You may not see evidence of 
them yet in your environment, and still they are yours to carry and share and love. They create options and opportunities, 
potentials and possibilities. Let Feverfew ignite the pulse that is uniquely yours to voice into the hearts and minds of 
humanity. Say yes to Source You!  
 
Flax – Divine Timing  (Linum perenne) Step into your leadership... Be a leader in the flow, open hearted and living your 
passion, your service, let others follow your lead into freedom if they will. Flax will bring to the forefront areas where you 
are still in fear to share your many gifts. Be courageous! When calling for manifestation of any kind, invoke Divine Timing 
and allow the flow in ease. 
 



 

 

 
Forsythia – Self Acceptance (Frosythia ovata) Spring Equinox, Follow your knowing, body, mind and spirit. Awaken your 
special gifts and wisdom for this lifetime and accept the divine qualities you essentially are. True, unique, and authentic. 
 
Gaura – Appreciation (Gaura lindeheimeri) Experience a sense of gratitude and appreciation for your life even during 
challenging times.  Activate your emotional body to focus on appreciation for your current reality and the desires for positive 
change that you have spinning within you. Align thought by thought, finding something to appreciate right now, and now, 
and now again. 
 
Holly – Divine Magic (Ilex aquifolium)  Open to the divine magic of nature to create miracles with you. This essence 
supports your imagination and manifestations to align with proper use of your will with divine will and to co-create using the 
white light of the Christ and the green light of Nature in service and love. When working with nature is your path of service, 
let Holly bring you the deeper connection to direct communion with the alchemy of divine miracles and magic. 
 
Lavender – Love’s Progress ( lavendula augustifolia)  Lavender helps to dissolve the matrix of limiting beliefs that slow or 
stop your full realization. It assists in a sense of a calm relaxed acceptance of rapid growth. It helps to provide understanding 
of the law of love to progress, accepting new changes and taking a quantum leap in conscious awareness of the divine flow 
for you, humanity and this planet. Receive and Believe through the feeling and essence of Love. 
 
Lettuce –Precision (Salad Bowl) This essence empowers clear precise coordination of mind to body, hand to eye spatial 
commands. Lettuce when used for a specific intention helps to focus your ability to physically manifest that thought. It can be 
added to any food you eat as a catalyst to carry nutrients to the brain and body through the potent transfer of electrical 
knowledge in the water of the human form. 
 
Lily (Spider red) – Nadi Focus (Lycoris radiata) Nadis are thought to carry a life force energy known as prana in Sanskrit, 
or qi in Chinese-based systems. This essence supports ones intention to engage one’s source and embodiment of enlightened 
consciousness free of subconscious or unconsciously held thoughts, beliefs, patterns or programming. Strengthening one’s 
ability to maintain a source centered core and chakra system through evolutionary adaptations with a sense of well-being and 
certainty of I AM presence.  
 
Lily (Torch) – Ignite Your Potential (kniphofia uvaria)  Address layers of apathy, lethargy, procrastination, a foggy mind 
and patterns of distractions by bright shiny objects and social media escape.  Align to purpose and be on point in a flow that 
will seem effortless as you organize new ideas, inspirations and projects and present them to the world.  Activate the dormant 
plans of your dreams and passions and let them surface to be lived or dispersed to fuel new ones calling to be expressed in 
your current lifestyle.  Enjoy the movement and ignite your potential.  
 
Morning Glory – Motherhood (blue & white combined in bottle) When combined these two essences assist balancing and 
clearing genetic patterns of separation held in the spinal fluid and which is passed on by the mother through the umbilical 
cord. Know the feeling of being loved and belonging as a human on earth and the union with the One, the all that is. When 
you are ready, freeing the soul and body of genetic memories into knowledge as one's light body emerges. 
 
Mullein – Authenticity – (Verbascum thapsus) Mullein – Authenticity – (Verbascum thapsus) Whatever circumstances you 
may find yourself in, mullein helps to strengthen your true, authentic, divine qualities.  Allow mullein to amplify the 
conscious remembrance of the body’s ability to assimilate and communicate with other organic and mineral kingdoms, 
within the human form and at spiritual levels to promote health and wellbeing. This essence carries the healing signature 
assisting and opening the energy flow in the lungs, often a storage place for grief, fear and separation. A lifting of the feeling 
of fatigue (the weight of the world) may be felt. For some it will open a spiritual doorway for balanced plant and mineral 
spirit utilization.  
 
Narcissus – New Potential (Narcissus papyraceus) Lifes creative force empowring you to see your own reflection from your 
greater source and feel the uniqueness of your contributions in all relationships. Focused collaboration for moving from 
mirroring duality to seeing the best in self and others. 
 
Nasturtium – Body Calm (Tropaeolum majus var.) From commercial seed, grown with very little amendment in red rock 
soil. Peppery and full of fire nasturtium urges the speeding up of one’s metabolism, calmly, as you change your thoughts to 
create the vision of your perfection. Nourishing and nurturing the sensory awareness of the raise in vibrational frequency in 
gentleness. Also assists thyroid function as well to hold the vibration of iodine. 
 
Oregano – Manifestation (Origanum vulgare ‘Album’) Receive your greatest good. Ask and you shall receive.  Allow the 
Angels and Nature to present you that which you desire and require. This essence was made in 1999, for the awakening of 



 

 

 
alchemical manifestation. From a wish fulfilled miraculously to instant manifestation. Are you ready to remember your 
creatorship? Are you ready to be the balance, in alignment to receive your desires the universe awaits to supply? 
 
Parsley – Renegotiate (Petroselinum crispum) Open a new door to greater awareness, self-love and enjoying life in a new 
manner. Renegotiate co-dependent patterning. Transform your limiting “stories” to truly express your source nature. This 
essence pulses potential, sparking conscious alignment of your thought, word and emotional patterns to your focused 
passions. Different for everyone! Can it be as simple as allowing your innate body intelligence to dial in all pathways to the 
frequency of your I AM loving presence? YES! Renegotiate co-empowering relationships and honor your value in the world. 
Commit to play 125% or more -  moment to moment to moment, feeling good. 
 
Poppy (California) – Teamwork (Eschscholzia california) 
Pull it all together! Call back your power. California Poppy assists to establish a balanced sense of self-responsibility, and 
inner self-awareness, while being open to receive help, support, and guidance.  Raise your own vibration to consciously meet 
your spiritual guides, and your own special team in this life.  Then you can expand to assist many as you are inspired. 
Teamwork becomes enjoyable collaborative purpose.  For those in the KNOW it is a doorway to a balanced octave realm 
shift. 
 
Poppy (oriental red) – Recalibrate This garden poppy essence was co-created to help disperse the anger fear and explosive 
outbursts that are becoming more frequent as the light particles surrounding the planet urge our bodies to energetically detox 
old controlling fear patterns leading to inner and outer conflict and war. It gently supports the dispersal of cellular holding of 
conflictive beliefs, experiences real or imagined, as well as the memory of loss and expectation of loss due to war. Use under 
the tongue or in water up to ten drop per day for relief from emotional triggers.  Move forward with intention and focus on 
what you have chosen that makes you feel happiness flowing to you. 
 
Radish - Regenerate (Raphanus sativus) Let your spirit, mind and body come alive with power and speed of Life. 
All of you (and your environment) know how to become new, to regenerate following source impulses (God’s will) and 
design.  Activate your potential. With intent and focus, allow Radish to dispense new generative cellular exuberance and 
vitality to your ongoing rebirthing of form and consciousness.  Whether from an original blueprint for restoration or a divine 
new design, Radish will carry you to a higher vibration of embodiment, aligned to the best current state of well-being for 
YOU.  Give up the “what was” that you have believed, to know the flow of Radish’s transforming creative healing of new 
presence. 
 
Rose (First Prize) - Alchemy of Love Divinely High Vibe. For the good use of all who are resonant with it to use to 
accelerate the ease and law of grace in raising their frequencies on all levels.  
Honoring the guidance of Gaia and those working with this essence company this rose was made in 2005 for Lady Portia’s 
private use for custom blends and sessions.  In 2022, the devic name was given Alchemy of Love and placed in the Garden 
Collection.  
 
Rose (Lady Bank’s Yellow) – Love’s Happiness Within (Rosa banksiae) If ever you experience doubt in your life, in your 
self worth and divine right to be happy in any area of your life, this essence brings a full spectrum of frequencies to assist you 
in dispelling your current negative focus and invites you to trust your heart, mind and spirit to guide your realizing your true 
expression of happiness. Even on tough or challenging days this rose essences calls to you to smile, and see the perfection of 
the moment and make a new choice. 
 
Rosemary – Take Action (Rosmarinus Officianalis) This essence facilitates deep inner reflection and integration when used 
during meditations, setting new intentions, or needing a boost. Take action and allow rosemary to shift your focus and 
perception when procrastination rules mental decision-making and physical activity. Break the habits of feared burden and 
delay to flow in divine timing, inspiration and doing on the many levels of your being. 
 
Rue – Second Sight (Ruta graveolens) An antidote for over-achieving habits. See clearer and in new ways. Activate your 
creative inner vision, your divine eye and direct visual inspiration to your higher self. Strengthen your clairvoyant ability to 
see the truth and perfection of another, a situation, or course of action. When following a thought creation into the future, Rue 
offers a “rehearsal” option of your intent and imagined outcome. Remember to “cancel and clear” if what your second sight 
reveals is less than your highest good and begin again with more specificity and understanding. Nature uplifts this plant 
species to further provide herbal support for humanity and animals. It continues to offer improved capillary strength. 
  
Sage – Friendship (Salvia officinalis) Image sitting around the kitchen table or patio, or on some adventure you have 
dreamed of for years. And there with you perhaps are your friends of light and love. True friendship founded in love, always 
choosing to see the perfection in each other. Experiencing clear heart based communication; gently sharing even the most 



 

 

 
challenging of patterns, beliefs and experiences, while remaining sovereign and divinely in contact with the inner sage 
wisdom that has been shared by friends down through the ages. Beyond unconscious or conscious steadfast loyalty, this 
essence attracts cooperative friendships, that share in co-creating your highest goals and intentions. 
 
Sage (Texas) – Tell Your Story (leucophyllum  ) Your true soul’s vision unfolding. With heart-sourced centeredness share 
your gifts, tell your story old and new and come into the now present moment renewed with enthusiasm for your life. Rise up 
through beliefs, emotional memory and focus on the choices of today. What conversation will you have?  What retelling of 
past experience moves you forward into your source alignment and creatorship for your future. Share what makes you wise 
and happy and helps another to see a new way to their well-being. 
 
Santolina – Wayshower (Santolina chamaecyparissus) Begin to focus the wandering creative mind and claim the power of 
being present in the now, utilizing divine inspiration, imagination and guidance. Be a Wayshower for new vitality, solutions, 
and innovation.  Allow the plant spirit of Santolina to revitalize your body, lifting the feeling of fatigue to feel the joy of 
being in earthly human form. 
 
Shamrock (Everblooming) – Financial Flow (Oxalis regnellii) Out of the depths of lack thinking, living and existing comes 
the emergence of financial flow. Make the conscious choice to receive the abundance, prosperity, and wealth and natural flow 
of receiving as all your needs are met, so you may give with a willing heart.  Use the simple affirmation “I receive, I receive, 
I receive, I give, I give “ to set the rhythm and flow.  Let Shamrock mend the lack and fill your needs for more financial flow.  
 
Snapdragon – Vulnerability (xxx) Find relief from fear of the unknown. When panic, fear and doubt appear in your 
thoughts and emotions choose to seek out and feel the strength in becoming vulnerable to the love, guidance and your source 
directive. Begin where you are. Acknowledge your physical body; is it in survival –fight and flight, or in the enthusiasm of 
thriving? Allow snapdragon to assist a centering calm to grow within you, become aware of your next step.  
 
Squash (spaghetti) – An Empath’s Friend (cucurbita pepo) Present Here Now! Choose new empowerment of your senses 
especially your emotional body so you may rise up beyond compliance of the past acceptance of negative conditioning. 
Together as a collective species, we change reality by shifting beliefs of fear dominance within our own consciousness first.  
Are the emotions you may feel caused by direct experience in this moment, or are they energetic memories - ribbons tied to a 
past. You have the power, the gift, of calling on inner transformation in sovereignty. By making new choices fueled by love’s 
knowing, your calm, your smile, your stillness, your conenction to spirit and safety sends an invitation to see your current 
surroundings as they are. Allow clarity of thought to be present where you are in this moment of Now. Stand strong in your 
choice of emotional balance, harmony, peace if that is true in your immediate location. Let your senses be directed to respond 
from your source alignment as your offering to the collective reality. Take personal responsiblity in wonder of the natural and 
spiritual strength of unity. We rise together uplifting the dispersing polarities of 3D fear control by raising our frequencies 
and light in ascending fulfillment of freedom for humanity.  
 
Stevia – Natural Sweetness (Stevia rebaudiana) Free to enjoy the sweetness of life with out the strife. Use this essence 
instead of eating sugary food to deny the current reality and one’s feelings towards it. Give permission for your emotional 
reactions to flow into balanced responses to any circumstance. When you can make the choice to be complete with the swing 
of emotional charges, judgments, misperceptions, and grief, stevia will guide your transformation with natural sweetness and 
focus of your spiritual nature. 
 
Strawberry (Wild) – Self-Empowerment (Fragaria californica) Let go of doubt, and issues of self-worth. Establish the 
belief and trust in your divine guidance and inner truth. Allow the grace and integrity of your faith to lead you. Transform 
accepted thought forms from childhood that limit your freedom,and use your energy to build self-confidence and right action. 
Move forward empowered by being present, aligned, grounded, and following your heart. Wild Strawberry brings the 
sweetness of Life to balance your emotional and mental bodies. Companion with Shasta Star Tulip. 
 
Thyme (lemon) – Prevention (thymus citriodorus) Honoring the Senses. This essence was created to assist the balance of 
awakening levels of divine empathy and the setting of conscious boundaries for the prevention of empathic “dumping” in 
either direction with others. Its signature announces the choice of a overlighting protection from your ascended master guides 
as you remember and integrate soul connections and aspects in your divine timing. Transform fear memory with the power of 
your love and the support of your ascended master guides. 
 
Tigridia – Psychic Purity  (Tigridia Parvonia) Choose who you will connect to on the psychic levels and upscale to your 
clairvoyant skills. Develop discernment in conscious thought, so you remain centered, in your own knowing and truth, even 
in large group energies. You are in charge! Create a clear mental field and peace of mind with Tigridia. Maintain your 



 

 

 
independent sense of well-being. Establish energetic boundaries for your awareness and expansion. Set your inner eye to 
your source. Strengthen your ability to curb your curiosity and direct it to areas of interest that promote your happiness.  
 
Trumpet Vine - Tipping Point  (campus radicans) When positive momentum towards your conscious desires align with 
your vortex of well-being that is when a joyous tipping point occurs. Taking this essence supports your intentions 
for movement towards alignment. Allow your feelings to uplift to match the vibrational resonance needed to receive your 
desire fulfilled. The more specific you are in your focus and intention, the more precise the frequencies for resonance. 
Trumpet Vine is a great essence to have in your cupboard. The bright orange trumpet flower calls for celebrating your 
deliberate creation! 
 
Viola – Lighten Up  (Viola pedunculata) On days when you say why me? Come from the heart and lighten up with the 
humor to know the good in any event. Viola helps to shift the mental fog of thoughts into a higher clarity and vibration with 
the trinitized colors of violet, gold, and white: freedom, peace and purity. Enthusiastically persistent, it calls out for you to 
jump up and get on with it! 
 
Violet (African) – Environmental Awareness (Saintpaulia) Deeper Violet in color than the magungenis variety, this violet 
has bloomed non stop for over a year and a half showing how excited and ready it was to be chosen to share these 
frequencies.  The wisdom of this popular housplant is profound. The species conscious adaptation to being in a global human 
environment since the late 1800’s, and the wealth of gentle observation it retains in its dna now is likened to an encyclopedia. 
A wonderful gateway to learning how to become aware, balanced and in oneness with your inner and outer environment. 
 
Watermelon – Rebirth (Citrullus vulgaris) This essence vibrationally invites one’s cellular memory to accept spiritual 
regeneration of function and form. Promote a reawakening of your divine blueprint from within. Allow your body wisdom to 
lead you, in transmuting belief systems, and unconscious thought patterning that has dictated your health and perceptions of 
life. Birthing a new lifestyle, while merging conflicting unfulfilled desires into the present moment so you may flow in gentle 
grace to your next priority and completion. 
 
Yarrow (golden) – Clear Boundaries – Assists the individual to establish loving relationships, alignments and truthful 
communication of self to others. Standing in love and being who you are in any moment, open for change and new 
experiences. This vibrational frequency assist you to know and create your best intentions on how you choose to participate, 
take action, and create relationships of all kinds, on a multi-dimensional levels. Helps to dissolve the “ties that bind” in 
soulmates and galactic family interactions so brilliant ,vibrant ,high frequency, like hearted/mind resonance relationships may 
be co-created for today.  
 
Zinnia – Mindfulness - This essence of zinnia adds a lightheartedness to consciously being aware and minding your 
thoughts, beliefs and creations. How do you use your dragon fire, your heart's desires, the core of your being within? Does it 
rule you with past momentum or do you consciously ride the wave and flow where your source guides your choices and 
alignments with focused speed and ease for the moment. Butterflies, a hawk and finch co-create the dance and song of 
mindfulness and outcome in delightful peaceful coexistence.  
 

 
CRYSTAL LIGHT STOCK ESSENCES 1/2 oz Stock glass bottle 
The Crystal Essence mothers are made over a three or more day cycle on auspicious seasonal planetary events and moon 
cycles. They receive the incoming source energies both day and night to embody the balance through the infusions of the 
crystal, gem or mineral’s energy patterns into pure spring water. Each essence is made in what I call divine timing, to assist 
in balancing and raising the stone’s recorded consciousness and vibrational healing pattern to its highest frequency possible 
at the time. The particular stones chosen for these essences are usually rough and natural, with the exceptions of covellite 
and iolite, which were sculpted and/or polished.  Many have been chosen from specific geographical areas. All have come 
into our care through divine ways that have been simple, profound, humorous and magical. They chose us and made sure we 
found them. The name following the stone’s common name has been given as a key for humanity’s use, whether for self, 
others or the environment.  
 
Agate (grape) – Clarity Grape Agate gently, simply offers soothing tranquility & safety to one’s body down to the cellular 
level. Brings clarity and stabilization to the minds chatter and default survival settings so you can prioritize choice and 
actions. Taking this essence improves and expands your own natural abilities to communicate and align a direct connection to 
your nonphysical self (source/monadic/ presence/actualized origin). This essence is a next level resonance for those who are 
choosing to bring their super consciousness into this human lifeform.  Also facilitated is access to the wisdom and guidance 



 

 

 
of multi-dimensional benevolent star families and universal teachers.  A wonderful gifting support for individuals who serve 
the whole of life through fulfilling and enlightening themselves.  
 
Amethyst – The Healer This is an essence of clearing, healing and illumination.  Amethyst, in resonance with, and utilizing 
the Violet Ray of Transformation, helps to dissolve limiting or restricting cellular memories, thought-forms, and blocks in 
one’s physical and energy bodies. This essence assists all healers, balancers, facilitators and light/energy workers to complete 
various patterns of absorbing polarized negative energy for another or the environment when taken internally.  It supports the 
purest integration of new spiritual alignments for you during this lifetime through your process of clearing and awakening to 
your divinity. Your body elemental utilizes this essence consciously and creatively in harmonizing new frequencies and 
openings of your higher chakras /energy centers for your love, light, wisdom, and true nature to be grounded and known. 
 
Amethyst (Chevron) – Inner Balance (purple/ white)  Merging the qualities of amethyst and the white light of the Christ 
ray this essence urges the bright white light of your soul essence to emerge in true expression and radiance. Chevron 
Amethyst strengthens ones auric field to support understanding of energetic boundaries. Your body elemental can utilize this 
essence during aspect or soul retrieval to focus the integrative process for alignment to your divine blueprint and 27ugali 
awareness. This creates an inner balance of one’s soul ancient wisdom and new creational consciousness flowing within the 
Divine Will and how it will apply to this lifetime and lifestyle of freewill. 
 
Amethyst (Twin) – Discover Self   An essence that resonates a stabile attraction to discover yourself and the kind of 
partnerships that reflect core values, similar evolving beliefs, enjoyable pursuits and fun!. Choose attraction on all levels in 
love's harmony and soul purpose.  Be open to happiness and let your inner joy to be your magnet. Rolemate to Soulmate to 
Wholemate as you raise in higher love. 
 
Ametrine – Merging  Merging time, history, soul and genetic lineage, Ametrine amplifies the transformational qualities of 
amethyst into a state of awareness of the now moment. This essence assists expanded states of consciousness while feeling 
and being physically grounded and present in one’s body. It helps to free cellular DNA/RNA memory out of the body into the 
Akashic soul records. This allows conscious access to one’s soul knowledge without dense physical carbon storage, as part of 
the evolution from polarity and cycles of reincarnation into your Adam Kadmon body of light.  Your body elemental utilizes 
this essence on multiple energetic levels. It promotes mental focus and clear intuition, clairvoyance, and can be a stress 
reducer creating mental and emotional peace and serenity while one is physically active and focused on the doingness of 
daily life. 
 
Angelite (raw pieces)– The Return  The return of Angelic Human Alchemy... It took three attempts to make this mother as 
the crows came round for two nights and drank and bathed and got the bowl so dirty during the peak moon shine… it felt 
right and fitting as Gaia prepared to embrace the 2021 April Wesak full moon & Beltane. On the morn of the 27th I placed it 
out again and asked if agreed I might make this essence to serve humanity with the blessings through Beltane. So many 
angels from many levels of their realms entered into our dimension at this Wesak and Beltane to support the awaking and 
remembering. Truly for all, and very special for those who work with the Fae and Angelic realms. Dispersing the veils of 
accepted fear beliefs, a lightness of being signals your connections grow stronger and brighter as new alignments in intuition 
present to you added understandings. 
 
Apatite – Mind Body Connect (green) This essence promotes conscious body communication to the sub-atomic level.  Why 
does your body appear the way it does? Apatite helps to reveal, integrate and support the transformation of inner resistance 
fear patterns, blocked energy, stored emotion, or the need for protection that causes weight gain. Your body elemental can 
utilize this essence to promote the love of being alive, self esteem, creative expression of abilities, opening the throat chakra, 
and axial-tonal alignment, and enhanced flexibility and coordination. 
 
Aquamarine – One Voice Open to expressing the love, light, power and wisdom of Divine Will as it comes through you. 
This essence works with your body elemental to transform patterns of thought affecting speech, how you allow your mouth to 
be used by your unconscious beliefs and emotions, often when in fear or self-judgment. Taking this essence will also create a 
vibrational alignment or discerning protection from transient radio, television, and microwave energies (thought packets) 
influencing your auric field and eventually your immune system. Healers, Balancers, Facilitators will find taking this essence 
will enhance delivery of their invoked healing energies through their spoken word aligned to the divine will and blueprint.  
 
Aragonite – Self Identity (Spain)  Center into who you truly are.  How do you perceive yourself? Do you look from within 
to know self – or accept another’s opinion and view of you over your own inner knowing?  Your high self and body 
elemental utilize this essence to clear and transmute perceptions of self, labels of identity that are no longer serving, and 
block true expression. The effect is noticeable on all body levels, aiding in a sense of serene presence. This essence also aids 



 

 

 
mental clarity and centeredness, from which to focus and view your daily interactions, accessing inner wisdom and flowing 
through your priorities without the push pull of those around you.  
 
Aurichalcite – Mirroring  Be your own unique self-expression. Mirroring is a moment of choice. A choice point of 
freedom & acceptance. This essence offers a vibrational inner harmony & beauty. Allow your outer inner peace to 
show. Be a mirror for your own spirit and divine inspiration.  Aurichalcite helps to clear and create a harmonious 
environment when placed in fountains, flower pots, or on incense.  
 
Azeztulite – Luminance Rising   Be Bright! Raise your state of being into the highest light frequency possible for you in 
the moment, without limit each time you take this essence.  In stillness, adaptability to new dimensional conditions is 
possible. In speed, actions become directed by your unique creative design.  Allow your inner light to emerge from your 
source as directed from your soul integration and expansion. Feel the simplicity and comfort of the radiance you are. Open to 
the grace and ease available to experience your body's ability to acclimate to your next stage of conscious growth and 
physical light quotient.  Grounding to your earth core facilitates the conscious movement and coordination of your physical 
form shifting realities. There are guides to support each choice and step you decide you are ready to experience and take.  
 
 
Azurite – Behold   Develop your awareness of the many spiritual realms and fine-tune your interpretations and 
understanding of dreams, visions and clairvoyant knowing. Discern what is astral and what is “heavenly” so you may 
manifest it now on earth. Ground ideals and creative intuition through conscious thought and meditation. Accept 
change and new energies. This essence will assist you to define a mind/heart/body focus on your spiritual growth if you 
choose.  
 
Bluestone (Preselli) – The Promise   Carrying the codes and activations of the welsh bluestones used in Stonehenge, this is 
an essence that attracts those who have utilized the dimensional qualities of this stone circle since placement. The promise of 
remembrance and connection to higher schools and temples of human development and conscious ascension. A gift of a 
soul's journey and promise to support ascension of humanity and this planet since Atlantis.		
 
Bloodstone – Repair   Repair conscious understanding & communication with your body’s wisdom & innate intelligence so 
that you may assimilate energies & changes in this life. This essence physically supports blood oxygenation, encourages 
heart, root & third eye clarity and facilitates spiritual openings to inner planes teachers. And/or ancient wisdom stored with in 
the cells, when clear intention, divine timing and courage are present. 
 
Bornite – Rainbow Earth (Peacock Ore)  Activate, align and synthesize your chakras, energy centers to your divine 
blueprint. Be the rainbow of color rays of your soul’s expression in happiness, harmony and co-creation. This essence helps 
your body elemental to stay focused on your set goals and heart’s desires for this life expression. Redirect your beliefs and 
health into wholeness and well being on all levels. Be confident in your ability to make highest choices for your good. 
Release disruption and transform it into celebration! Even within your very cells! 
 
The Calcite essence collection are a part of a planetary centering of celestial energies for a cellular regeneration and 
transformation program for the carbon based kingdoms.  Use them in your garden as well to co-create an environmental 
harmony for your lifestyle, and to support your flowers, vegetables and landscape to thrive.  
 
Calcite (Blue) – Accepting the Ideal –This essence assists the gentle acceptance of the new higher harmonic energies and 
helps create a soothing integration into your physical body systems in a timing you will allow. Choose grace and even a rapid 
shift can go smoothly. Focus on the ideal and allow emotional patterns to release as energy, without drama. Breathe and 
spend time in Nature. 
 
Calcite (Clear) – Beyond the Veil Accept, remember, and be the clear channel of your divine presence. 
This life, this body, is the lightest and brightest yet. Even through dark times or memory release realize your awakened 
abilities to see, be and share your spiritual wisdom, a rainbow bridge of light born anew. Know your worthiness to receive 
from beyond the veil. Feel the love and appreciation for your dedication to come at this time of great transformation. Allow 
the blessings to flow to you in goodness, abundance and plenty. Be grateful and receive. 
 
 
Calcite (cobaltoan pink) – Transcendent Love  
Some will use this Calcite to strengthen their source I AM conscious expression through their ascent through higher 
frequencies.  Some will use this essence to bridge humanity's healing of climate change and earth stewardship. Some will 



 

 

 
embody their soul's passions and deepen whole mate relationships. From cultural truths, behaviors, ethics and descriptions of 
what love is, means and looks like. The evolving heart mind of humanity begins to amplify the higher frequencies of 
attraction through our senses and feeling nature. Feelings that go beyond current reality to connect us and lift our awareness 
into a greater expanded perspective... organic energetics of synesthesia that bring conscious harmony, shared choice and 
experiences that evolve along new cognitive pathways, intuitive philosophies, unique creative uses of life force fueled by a 
greater inclusive transcendent expression of love.   
 
Calcite (gold points) – Rejoice Call forth, collect and be the awakened Christ light embodied. Connect to the planetary 
Christ grids and walk your path in celebration and revelation. Rejoice in Joy! Be Peace and wear your crown of light. 
 
Calcite (green) – Heart’s Ease  Complete the cycle of microbial misalignment. Ease your cellular fears of being human here 
on planet Earth. Open your heart center to inner communion, alchemy of your human body and soul gifts.  Ease your heart, 
mind, body, and soul.  Perceive your life with new senses. 
 
Calcite (orange) – Peaceful Power  Fitting the pieces of the puzzle together with ease. This calcite is useful during times of 
change, consciousness expansion and empowerment.  Redirect chaotic energies held in the elemental levels of your body into 
peaceful balanced power and proper alignment for you. Orange calcite gently connects the pathways of soul integration for 
natural flow into Oneness, wholeness and well-being.   
 
Calcite (red)  – Ground Now! Enjoy your body! Your body elemental uses this essence to electrify and open your body to 
the new flow of spiritual light power. Become the director of your life. Be aware of your many thoughts and demands. 
Consciously tune your creative, base and earth chakras, and energy centers, to utilize your divine blueprint energies. When 
present, grounded in the now moment, your ideas, goals and inspirations take shape and can manifest your highest good in 
co-creation with Nature and the Angelic realms. Trust, and with feeling, let your visions go to them. Allow for divine timing, 
and be open to receive. As you make new choices, ask the Angels and Nature to help you transmute any previous latent 
potential requests to pure energy so you may be clear and fulfilled in each moment. Enjoy! 
 
Calcite (Zebra) – Uniting Diversity When you are ready, to take any judgment out of experiencing differences and 
diversity. Raise your frequency and transform conditioning or rigid belief patterns triggering you. Shift happens. 
Expectations appear for resolution. New ideas and uniting opportunities and collaborations become actual possibilities for 
experiencing new human societies and lifestyles.  
 
Carnelian – Assimilation How can I? The words of taking the physical initiative to reach a goal, obtain a desired effect or 
outcome. Carnelian works synergistically to create a greater whole when combining various crystal light and flower essences 
and energies together for use with humanity and the animal kingdom. Whether it is the assimilation of light and spiritual 
energies for transformation, or the intact of nutritional food; carnelian assists the balance and assimilation of whatever you 
are bringing into your body so it may be utilized to the fullest. It invites the body elemental to clear fear and toxins created 
during its use in a gentle manner. This essence helps to focus your awareness to your physical form and all the many benefits 
of incarnation. It inspires optimism and enthusiasm for managing all the many changes occurring at this time. 
 
Chiastolite – Harmony in Expansion Align to a higher perception of the reality you accept and create. You are in charge of 
your expansion. Once used to dispel the energy of curses and victim beliefs. 
 
Chrysocolla – Artistry  This essence supports co-creation with Nature for all artistic endeavors. Transform cellular fears of 
being in your divine creative flow and open to manifesting the art, craft of your inner visionary, whatever form your new 
inspiration may take, Let your imagination lead you to success in business and personal relations. Your body elemental 
directs universal healing energies with aid of Sugalite’s vibrational frequencies to where you may have blocks or resistance in 
fulfilling your heart’s desires. Let go and flow in harmony with Nature. Help to create paradise once more. 
 
Chrysophase – Peace of Mind   Allow the conscious thoughts, patterns, beliefs and energies you have and express, move 
into a balance beyond duality. Connect more fully with your spiritual nature and body of light. This essence is used by the 
body elemental to integrate seeming negative energies, into conscious understanding and moments of choice to rebuild and 
recreate your life. 
 
Citrine – Wealth   Made from natural clear golden pieces of non-irradiated citrine, this essence shares a resonance for 
Prosperous Living.  Can you accept the possibility it is and can be your reality? Will you set new intentions to be aligned to 
new personal skillsets and mindsets that create a state of being where all your needs are met when stated clearly, with heart 
wisdom, feeling and specificity?  This essence aids your body elemental to transmute attitudes and habits to lack 
consciousness in its many forms. Will you open to the realization of knowing unlimited source supply and creation. If you 



 

 

 
have said YES, Go direct and collect. In time, only you can allow the tipping point to personal wealth. Purposeful use of 
wealth flows as your energy aligns and ideas become funded and supported as you aloow your self to receive your wealth in 
the manners destined to find you.  
  
Copper – Earth Acupuncture   Open your spiritual channel of light and love and allow it to pour forth through you into this 
physical earth reality. Bring to life your divine blueprint. This essence assists the transformation of cellular history in your 
genetic structure. Awaken the healing chamber within your heart center for personal enlightenment, soul evolution and 
blueprint adaptations to maintain vibrant health. Access the many ways your body elemental may use this vibration to 
realign, reconnect and update your body’s electrical system into the now moment and oneness. 
 
Creedite (red mexico) – Accomplishment   Raise your frequencies out of dense imposed negative beliefs & energies. 
Creedite provides a momentum to accomplish goals. Open the flow for new creative vision. Make connection to higher 
insights of obstructions. Draw wisdom to you. move on from past beliefs and memories that hold you back from living in 
your joy. 
 
Danburite (clear) – Discernment  Become the vessel of discernment, divine knowledge, love and compassion to serve in 
bringing about a time of world peace and human evolution. Angels support your expansion when intended to open to new 
levels of discernment.  
 
Emerald – Right Action  Make positive life choices with grace and ease. Understand your part and piece of the Divine Plan 
on earth. Feel excited and ready, willing and able to be responsible for your thoughts, words and actions. Know the true 
connection to the spiritual realms and the multi-dimensional nature of self while fully incarnating in this lifetime. Become the 
vessel of discernment, divine knowledge, love and compassion to serve in bringing about a time of world peace and human 
evolution. Emerald will bring attention to core soul beliefs and fear of taking one’s power and enlightenment and help 
dissipate them with self- awareness, understanding and always the abundance of universal support and love. If taken just once 
a week, while calling upon Ascended Master Djwhal Khul for assistance, emerald will awaken many positive facets of 
health, wealth and happiness. Allow for integration to occur gently.  
 
Flint (brown/white marbled) – Talisman  Guided and protected on your quest. When seeking a spiritual path, identity, and 
truth of being Flint aids in aligning the personal self with high self, and masters of like presence. Packets of knowledge 
passed on energetically in geometric shapes, and symbols. Let them awaken from within your heart center. You will be 
drawn to teachings that spark inner soul wisdom, allow and be the fullness of your knowledge unfolding in this now. Be 
drawn to talisman and amulets that call to you.  Your body elemental uses this essence to facilitate these transfers of 
knowledge, and to assist cellular regeneration. It harmonizes the endocrine system as it evolves within your divine blueprint. 
The essence can be used in baths and body oils for imbuing extra healing properties to shed the past and embody your 
presence through your biggest organ the skin.  Release the shyness of being in this body form. Ask what it is bringing you 
and doing for you, and receive. 
 
Fluorite (blue drusy/strata) – Relax   Nature brings many qualities of fluorite into one large crystal selected to make this 
mother. Drusy blue sparkles cover a blue-green strata with the invitation for deep relaxation. With daily use muscles 
surrender the tensions of long held stress. A dropper full in a fountain ripples a gentle invitation to drop the cares of the 
world, allowing sharp clarity and knowing grace for any project, mission, goal you may be focused on. 
 
Fluorite (purple) – Creative Opportunity Allow the violet ray of transformation to move through the skeletal system 
clearing the blockages that hold you from your ideal with purple fluorite. Give permission for your body elemental to release 
and align to the cellular level. Stand tall in vibrant health and inspired with gentle ways to create your own divine good. 
Discern opportunities presented to you from a place of inner knowing. See with inner sight that is pure of psychic projection 
from others so you may follow your highest good in the moment. What gifts do you bring to the collective? Let fluorite help 
you discover them. 
  
Fuchsite – Access Info  Connect the conscious pathways of body, mind and spirit that access understandings and data useful 
to your current personal lifestyle, health, relationships – in business, community or love. If denial has flaunted your ability to 
discern the truth of a current situation and be the shining light you are, allow the vibrational energies of fuchsite to guide you 
into revelation and quiet contemplation of your beliefs, and best course of action. From understanding what herbal/medicinals 
your body might require to balance specific conditions, to the transfer of stored crystalline records allow fuchsite to assist in 
clear access of universal knowledge and oneness guided by the heart and love. 
 
Galena – Recognition (Brushy Creek, Missouri) This essence is form of melted lead. It vibrates as a grounding rod for 
physical incarnation. It is an avenue for traveling the inner planes of how your body is created and stores the many soul 



 

 

 
records. It can be used for deep soul recognition and illumination. It opens a channel of communication with one’s body 
elemental in a way that promotes understanding holistic avenues to harmonize the various body systems. It enhances 
awareness of current uses for nature’s herbal tinctures and homeopathics.  If you are ascending through embodying your 
presence here now, consider use of this essence. May be held, placed topically, or taken as guided to assist emotional 
blockages that are slowing spiritual growth often held in the lungs, thyroids, lymph or nervous systems. Galena will help you 
find a common ground with diverse group energies and thoughtforms. 
 
Garnet (Almandine) - Success   Are you ready to live aligned to your vortex? What do you want to be success-full 
about? Garnet offers recognition of inner qualities of purity, truth, love, compassion, sensuality, esteem, peace from 
depression, security, mindful alignments to achieving focused intentions, constancy in friendships, soul recognitions and 
healing awareness.  View life through the experiences of joyful creation and the constancy of abundant expectations. 
Aligning the electrical potentials of the violet ray. Call forth the ease of change. 
 
Gaspeite – Friends for Life This essence promotes synergistic heart connected group energies. Facilitates awareness of your 
unique gifts, and how they might combine in synergy with each group or personal relationship you are a part of. Merging the 
many earth realms into conscious awareness and cooperation in communicating imbalances in the current reality creations of 
humanity. Promotes holistic, healthy, natural solutions to maintain environmental balance and awareness for all Life here on 
earth. Enhances the beauty way teachings of the indigenous peoples. Aiding your body elemental to resonate harmony 
through personal growth changes. 
 
Gold – Solar Worth (Australia)  Balance the scales of prosperity and abundance of human creation with the peaceful, 
illumination of your source, your golden light within. Define your value and self worth by becoming a living radiance of 
divine light and manifestations of love inspired by your creator within. Align and attune to the Golden Age of 5D Peace that 
exists on earth now. 
 
Granite (orbicular) – Living in the Moment  (Mount Magnet /Western AU)  What next? What Now? What New? This 
essence was made for the children of all life to gleen the wisdom of the ancients while being present here now in their source 
light embodiment of organic physicality. As an adult, this essence will move your forward by deciding to live in the moment. 
Your body elemental knows exactly how to utilize this essence for grounding with each shift and reality expression the earth 
is making. A User Friendly invitation to expand your perceptions, understandings, knowings and your picture of reality to 
include more. 
 
Hematite – Earth Child  Travel far and wide in space and time and then bring back your knowledge to share here on earth 
in a grounded and applicable way for current levels of human understanding. Allows for gentle integration of interstellar 
frequencies of healing patterns and transitional technologies to assist a more graceful evolution of all life here on Earth. 
Hematite can aid your body elemental to keep a balance of mental functions during times of expansion as your soul sorts 
through beliefs and patterning no longer serving. Useful when combined with orange and red calcite.  
 
Herkimer Diamond  - Trinity: (record keeper) Open your sensory awareness to the clear pure light of your Source/I AM 
presence. Connect to Earth Mother and access the sourcing diamond light of remembrance, evolution and ascension. 
Understand and utilize a state of Being to flow in highest choice for your spiritual growth and selected purpose(s) here now. 
Used by your body elemental to calm, align and disperse frequencies that harm, distract or block your current growth, health 
and harmony, Wonderful in balancing new and changing relationships promoting the merging of concepts, beliefs and goals 
in harmony. Used with Trillium and Bugle this essence facilitates further expansion of creative brain function. 
 
Hiddenite – Divine Service Awaken the unknown from within and your connection to the spiritual planes. Open to 
conscious communication and co-creation with the angelic and cetacean kingdoms. Hiddenite strengthens your conscious 
choice to be prepared for earth stewardship, guardianship and ascension and to use new source energies being created here on 
the earth plane for the good of all. Each individual is called by their own soul frequencies to this stone. If it has crossed your 
path, pause for a moment and see if this essence may be of assistance. Your body elemental works with hiddenite to align the 
pituitary gland to the planetary logos and the many inter-dimensional portals of the earth body.  
 
Iolite – Divine Flow  Old to New – clear third eye view- of the now moment. Your body elemental signals strong and clear 
to jump into the flow of your divine blueprint. Allow your body to unwind the past stored soul memories, imprints, and 
implants that are resistant to the Now. This essence assists appropriate understanding to insights, visions, and planetary / 
physical changes. It supports a calm pre sentient awareness of events that pertain to your life and soul path choices and their 
divine timing, Sometimes precognitions are given to prepare all levels of your being to receive the destined event with as-is 
acceptance, grace and ease. Let Iolite help you integrate, and / or change projected choices of past-polarized thinking into 
highest good. 



 

 

 
 
Jade – Reverence This essence was called forth into being to assist humanity in understanding the reverence for all life, 
including your own. Jade will encourage the healing and completion of genetically stored human beliefs that have developed 
separation, disregard and disrespect of the many kingdoms of life here on earth and beyond. Jade works on one’s energy 
bodies to align to the true nature of Oneness, imbuing a balanced sense of honor, respect and reverence for cohabitation, co-
creation, and guardianship. If you hold judgment towards others treatment of nature, the environment, animals or fellow 
humans, jade will balance the charges so change may occur for the good of all.   
 
Jasper (Ocean) – God Goddess Union (Orbicular Madagascar)  I am Enough. I am that I am. I am a Heavenly Creator, a 
Heavenly Creator I am. Held under water until recent years this stone holds many mysteries and wisdom of the origins of life 
here on earth. Be that as it may, when you are called from inner promptings to begin the sacred dance of union, male and 
female, god and goddess, and all the roles one can play in humanity allow this essence to guide you. Let its vibrational 
signature lead you into the very essence of your soul for integration, retrieval, expansion and union merging into who you are 
right now. Your body elemental will utilize this essence for elimination of toxins, stimulate graceful shifts in consciousness, 
and evolving alignments of your chakra system with your Adam Kadmon body of light. Honor the gender you were born and 
ask to discover the gifts of this lifetime. Be open to the union and receive. 
 
Jasper (Tiger Iron) – Perseverance Go beyond perceived challenges and hardships to succeed with your goal and intention 
on all levels. Embrace the feeling of resistance of where you along your journey, of what you see blocks your progress, and 
any shame or blame that halts true self-acceptance of your talent, skills, genius and abilities to achieve wholeness, oneness, 
your visions and love. Allow perseverance to express the grace and ease of obtainment and realization.  
 
Kornerupine – The Open Door Come to a peaceful understanding of eternal life and the many forms it may take in the 
Oneness. Open the door of conscious awareness to your creator and the purpose of choosing to be in a sentient human form at 
this time. Heal the illusion of separation and be reunited with the divine. Your body elemental utilizes this essence on all 
levels of this incarnation to transform, transmute and transition based on your conscious choices made in union with your 
creator, your I AM and your spiritual guides and angels. 
 
Kunzite – Aligned Passion  Kunzite carries the power of love to elevate the emotions of experience into understanding and 
heart knowing. When you are complete with the swings and manipulations of fear based dramas, let Kunzite draw you into 
co-creation with other like hearted / minded beings who are in service in right use of will, with aligned passion. Your body 
elemental utilizes kunzite for aligning the body’s energy centers or chakras with your blueprint. With direction and intent, 
life’s passion, force, love will flow for personal healing before a crisis need occur. 
 
Kyanite – Cellular Alignment   Allow your I AM to consciously direct your body elemental in the priority of integration 
based on your intention, level of feeling and specificity of focus and choice for peace, grace, happiness and gentleness. 
Enhance awareness of your soul records when you are ready.  Express your divine creative potential blending with Beargrass, 
Vervain, White Violet, Edelweiss, Plum. 
 
Labradorite – Aligned Destiny  Bring together your intuitive flashes and intellectual thought skills to stay in the flow and 
entusiasm and discernment of what action to take to experience what you have envisioned. Maintain a true sense of self as 
you traverse the many planes of transformation leading to your ascension out of duality and into a union with your source, 
often called the oneness of all that is. Labradorite will assist making familiar habits and comfortable beliefs a bouncing 
forward place to create new possibility and potential changes that add more to your love of life and boundless vitality. 
Align with love and the enjoyment of your destiny for it is good.  
 
Larimar – Nurture (Blue pectrolite/dolphin stone Dominican Republic). Restore your sense of wholeness. Calm the fires of 
temper and infectious elements of soul integration. Feel the nurturing support of your Earth Mother. Fill the longings held 
inside, open your heart center let love reside. Your body elemental utilizes this essence for current cellular changes, with 
frequencies akin to acceptance and enthusiasm. 
 
Lepidolite - Heart Harmony This mother has been made to expand heart harmony for the soul to source. Carries the purity 
forward into one's greater being with the wave of peace. Choose to choose new thoughts and experiences that feel good to 
you!  Allow past creations out of alignment to your well-being let go their control as you make new choices... 
 
Malachite – Divine Leadership  With assistance and direction through divine will, merge earthly power and spiritual power 
to lead humanity into an age of peace. Be a leader without followers, as you learn to be masterful in co-creative solutions, 
resolving age old conflicts and issues of fear and separation within self first then assisting others.. Allow your life’s journey 



 

 

 
to be one of strength and conviction to reveal truth and abolish deceit born of ego and personal will. Be willing to share your 
knowledge when called upon, to evolve society’s code of ethics to be in balance with universal law and divine will.  
 
Moldavite – Divine Assistance What plane of spirit will you call out to for help, guidance, even rescue from life threatening 
events? Where does your heart lead you beyond the control of mass conscience beliefs? When you are feeling boxed and 
stifled with the life you have created, allow this moldavite essence to bring you the appropriate divine assistance you will 
accept in the moment and let it expand. Whether through the power of prayer or meditation, exercise or ritual, call forth spirit 
to move through your life and gently guide you to your victories. In small perceptual shifts or by quantum leaps intend your 
body elemental to draw in the healing energies that will dissolve the resistance for assistance to fulfill your immediate needs 
and your heart’s desires. 
 
Moonstone – Divine Equanimity   Connect to your true spiritual nature and develop a calm deep feminine healing energy 
uniquely yours. This essence offers to soothe and bring wholeness to one’s mind body presence. It aids transmutation of 
cellular holding of emotional trauma, pain and fear-based conditioning, thereby dissolving defensive, protective habits. 
Moonstone offers an ease to understand your life path /plan and to recognize how you receive intuitive guidance and 
inspirational opportunities. Aligns to all genders. Awaken to the path of true and self love. Allow your soul essence to ground 
and merge an evolved sensual equanimity in partnerships. 
 
Nephrite – Divine Partnership (N.Z. green stone) A stone of Love. From a place in your heart there comes a call for love. 
A song of the soul to share your walk in Life with a partner of like divine wisdom. This may be someone(s) you have known 
in other lives or a new presence on earth that has no history with you and yet you have much in common on many levels all 
based on love. This essence activates the keynote within your fields announcing your desires of spiritual partnership. That 
which you still hold in resistance to this call begins to make itself known, state your intentions for grace, and gentle 
transformation ask your body elemental to go lightly. Remember divine love will be your guide, as your invite love into your 
life.  
 
Obsidian - Clear Thought (Glass Mtn. CA)  
Enhancing obsidian’s property for stable balance of polar energies, this particular essence offers assistance for clear 
telepathy, clear thought and super source connection. Taking this essence will facilitate the feeling of ease with the scope of 
change and the awakening of interspecies connection available on earth and beyond into the stars.  
 
Opal (Peruvian Pink) – Heart Awakening This essence is wonderful for moments, months or years of spiritual awakening. 
Pink opal offers a calm, soothing vibration of renewal; for inner knowing, healing, purity of love, and conscious inner 
connection to other planes of reality maintained through a meditation practice. Lady Nada encourages the use of this essence 
to smooth the way through rocky times of integration.  
 
Payson Diamond – Universal Logos In reciprocal flow, connect with a clear light, direct link to Melchezidek, the being 
known as our universal logos. Open to the choice of being your highest expression in this lifetime.  
 
Peridot – Applied Intelligence (Scotland green olivine) An essence for rejuvenation on the physical level, peridot offers 
the gift of clear communication with all aspects of your earthly form. It is most useful during aspect integration for conscious 
understandings and maintaining the present moment in peace and acceptance. When working in large group energies, this 
essence strengthens your auric field in harmony with truth and can help assimilate source light or deflect psychic data with 
perceptible discernment to the level you have chosen. 
 
Phenacite – Activation  When your choice is to open to new levels of spiritual growth and practical physical application of 
inner wisdom, Phenacite supports the connection and conscious use of one’s etheric energy (chakra) centers and light body. It 
activates further expansion and purification of the third eye center and clear telepathy, guided by various members of earth’s 
ascended mastery in world service. Open to your creative, intuitive potential. When you feel stuck, and in a box of limiting 
beliefs and old structures, let phenacite clear the path to step into a new awareness and structure for living, lighter. 
  
Phosphosiderite – New Stability This essence addresses the sense of overwhelm. From current events, too much 
information, and sensory overload. Nature offers a new stability with phosphosiderite, to assist mental, emotional, physical 
and spiritual stability in sequence and balance each individual requires. Experience the flow and grace you can call for in 
your assimilation of new source energies arriving to earth. Find a new perspective of acceptance in quantum awakenings and 
healings as they are revealed to the public.  
 
Pinolith (Austria) – Serenity Description soon 
 



 

 

 
Porphyry - All Is Well (Chinese Writing Rock)  Empower a new lifestyle, a fresh view of living life. Come into sync with 
planetary ascension. of changing your vibrational frequency and taking responsibility for your current life experiences you 
are going through. Porphyry attracts support for your highest good and best practices on all levels for succeeding in obtaining 
your heart's desires. All is Truly Well. 
 
Quartz - Prosperity (clear Himalayan, India) Use this essence when working with the Goddess consciousness of 
abundance through time and country. Prosperity comes in many forms, which do you call forth? Be aligned prosperity in 
every cell of your divinely human form. Claim prosperity present time as you clear any past resistance and soul beliefs no 
longer serving. 
 
Quartz – Possibility Thinking (Solution Quartz , AK) Description soon 
 
Quartz – Merlin’s Gift (clear Tintagel, England) Follow your dreams and remember your love of unity in nature and the 
co-creative gifts of your own source alchemy within. Miracles, magic and mystery entwined by love’s alchemy and 
divination. 
 
Quartz – Anything is Possible (Mt. Sinai, Egypt) Description soon 
 
Rhodochrosite – Mother’s Love Heal the wounds of the child within who did not feel their mother’s love. Balance the will 
and heart centers to transform the past influences so you may know the present moment in its truth, in peace, and in love. 
This essence can be used during pregnancy, combined with our Morning Glory Blend – Motherhood garden essence to align 
and strengthen mother and child communion, and create clear channel of love.   
 
Rhyolite - Bridge of Legends  For bringing the best of the best through time into the resonance of now. First within you and 
then how you will express your knowledge and wisdom as a living example. Use with Obsidian - Clear Thought, Garnet - 
Success and Granite - Living in the Moment. Direct your best gifts forward into new potential and possibilities and certainty 
of your intentions and co-creations. An earth-grounded essence to be sure. 
 
Ruby – Divine Heart (Betrox Madagascar) This essence can be utilized in balancing and directing the merging of your 
inner earth element (life force) and your divine spiritual fire (crown & heart centers) for self-realization. Enter the divine 
heart of the Oneness and travel the spiritual realms of being. Gain knowledge and return with love and wisdom to be offered 
in purity and truth. 
 
Sapphire – Compassion This essence offers a connection to the many teachings of the second ray of love wisdom. It brings 
an invitation and sense of compassion for oneself, others and your life’s situations, that will go to the DNA level in time. The 
vibrational qualities of this sapphire can bring understanding, and compassionate healing to issues and experiences of 
extreme polarity and abuse when used. With intent, one can find compassion with little drama or trauma processing. The 
choice is specific and complete.  
 
Scapolite (gold/yellow) - Positivity 
 
Selenite (utah) – Divine Flexibility  Be open to the alignment of sacral energies as you connect more fully with your higher 
self. Balance sexual, sensual, and spiritual use of your creative center and life force. Allow the frequencies of separation, fear 
and abuse to disperse and flow without the drama of process. Open to the flexibility of compassion for humanity’s beliefs, 
behavior and behold a world of peaceful coexistence through your new perceptions. 
 
Seraphinite – Enlightenment Turn on the light! Enhance self-healing, open the flow of energies through spinal cord. Assists 
the balance and clearing of all subtle bodies, flushes the electrical system, chakra system, and promotes a deepened 
connection to your angelic guides and archangels. Encourages an aligned crown chakra and enlightened knowing. 
 
Serpentine (Noble) - Nature’s Zing!  Also known as Healerite. When the universal and natural laws converge to uplift your 
energies when you call for a boost, a zing of positive momentum. Assists new pathways developing for clear pure expression 
and utilization of your body’s source power.  
 
Serpentine (Shasta) – Earth Guardian 
 
Shale (mancos) – High Vibe Bentonite  Detox Procrastination. This essence pulls together vibrations and frequencies that 
your physicality wants to transform, sluff and purify your form, fields and lightbody and disperses them into pure life force.  
 



 

 

 
Shattuckite – (polished) – DNA Translation Work with Shattuckite when ready to align DNA levels of cellular memory of 
your soul to your I AM and Divine Blueprint. Repair the electrical system’s ability of communication on all levels of being 
so it may begin to translate ancient wisdom for use in this lifetime. Facilitates ability to channel clearly who or what you 
intend. Utilize life force and power in balance. When focused on healing a dis-ease, allow this essence to empower your 
intention for perfect health and proper functioning of the divine blueprint in your DNA. Useful in transformational work to 
clear cause, core, record and memory of a particular issue, life or blockage on all levels. 
 
Shungite (noble) – Disperse and Restore 
 
Smithsonite – Union & Communion  Whether for inner or outer union, this essence signals the electrical system to balance 
and reconnect, where experiential memory of fear and separation has short –circuited the ability to be in the flow of oneness. 
Utilize this essence for inner travel and meditation, to commune with your angels and guides. Bridge communication issues 
in all forms of relationships so you may accept new energies and inspiration. Your body elemental uses this essence to 
support the immune system and facilitate mineral balance for the body’s metabolism.  
 
Sodalite – Courage & Endurance  This essence can be used when life situations seem overwhelming and out of alignment 
with divine will and divine timing for you. It urges clear understanding of self –responsibility and knowing of what actions 
may be taken to bring about the return of balance. When fear patterning would have you first run from the experience, stand 
still, pull in your fields, call for the energy of self- love to surround you, access the choices and take action. Your body 
elemental utilizes this essence to reconnect the chakra system for alignment to higher planes of consciousness so fear patterns 
may move as energy without taking control. 
 
Stilbite – Detox  Facilitate your body in eliminating built up toxins, on all levels – etheric to physical. Opens the body’s 
ability to utilize pure creation energies that are undefined wherever it may be needed. Helps to clear negative thinking that 
may affect creative inspiration and projects. 
 
Tiger Eye – Stable Integration  Feel comfortable with assimilating new light, energies, retrieved soul aspects, multi 
dimensional information, or rapid changes in your lifestyle. Feel clear and certain of knowledge gained and how it pertains to 
you or others you facilitate.  Tiger eye is a perfect essence to use when expanding into conscious awareness of multiple 
realities or daily multi-tasking. It offers a grounded perspective of change and strength for making dreams and heart’s desires 
come into manifestation.   
 
Topaz – Law of Attraction  When you are ready to consciously take charge of your life and the choices you put out to the 
universe, this essence will be of service in the recognition of the divine light that you truly are. Allow topaz to call to you true 
love, success, happiness, joy, illumination and enlightenment, play! And more. Attract all the qualities, things and the states 
of being that make life an exciting and enthusiastic wonder to live. Attract the integration of the divine blueprint at DNA 
levels. Enhance creative visualization. Awaken the mastery of manifestation. Use with any expansion or as a veil is lifting, 
inviting balance in all stages, steps and levels of integration. 
 
Tourmaline (black madagasgar) – Antakarana  
 
Tourmaline (blue dravite) – ForGiving   Let grief and grievances loose their grasp on your emotional body and control of 
how you perceive your now. Feel the lightness of being, in the moment, making choices on an on-going slip stream of 
sovereign experiential expression. In solitude or united with others. As if stepping out of your own egoic protection 
entrapment mindset and into the wonder filled empowerment of your unique creator's choice of reality, community, 
relationships, responsibilities of conscious living, and enjoyment of decisive collaboration and joyful change. Abundance 
flowing on many levels through your hands and use; as you live your interests, receive from doing what you love while 
serving yourself and overflowing to the connected groups you are drawn to join. 
 
Tourmaline (green) – Heart of Gaia Deep heart opening and awareness. Balance polarities with understanding. Allow 
divergent beliefs to find a common ground in which to balance and communicate heart knowing. This essence comes as a 
beacon to BE in wholeness, balance and peace. Made in the Teton National Park this essence connects with the planetary 
heart of Earth Mother, Gaia, and the healing wisdom of the emerald ray. This essence offers assistance in balancing polarities 
and inspiring a dynamic solution to your perceived situation 
 
Tourmaline (pink) – Crystalline Valence   Everyone has choice. Even to rewrite their human story, to create a new 
ascension story and transform polarity and rebirth sovereign unity within cosmic law with the highest guidance, potential and 
source self-awareness.  (Valence, or hedonic tone, is the affective quality referring to the intrinsic attractiveness/"good"-ness 



 

 

 
(positive valence) or averseness/"bad"-ness (negative valence) of an event, object, or situation.) The planetary co-creation for 
elemental valence took place September 19th – 23rd, 2021. 
 
Tourmaline (watermelon) – Commitment Can you commit to self first in taking care of your needs and requirements? 
Living in Self Love, knowing when you truly do commit and are filled with the love of life’s offerings, only then can you 
give to another in balance, in freedom, with grace and compassion. Imagine from this fullness, peace and commitment and 
experience heaven on earth. This essence was co-created to assist dissolving co-dependence into co-empowerment through 
the doorway of self-love. 
 
Unakite – Moving Forward Break free and create a new foundation of self-expression in the world. End procrastination 
caused by the beliefs you have accepted about “no good enough” “too hard” “not acceptable”. Accept your divine gifts and 
inner power and begin to share what you know from the heart. Yes it is new and so are you! Magnetize new jobs, skills, 
adventures, and spiritual guidance. This essence flows in reconnection to align your clear channel to the spiritual hierarchy 
and ascended masters. Unakite super charges one’s awareness to their spiritual truth in times of stormy or chaotic times and 
experiences. Ground new understandings, opportunities and inspirations, be open to meeting new members of the family of 
light. 
 
Variscite – DNA Resolution Gently allows the body to upgrade the electrical and nervous system to flow with the activation 
and integration of the Adam Kadmon light body so it may function in the human form. 
 
Vortex (Red Rock) – Beauty Way Many vortex energies merge to create this essence from gathered red rock sandstone. It is 
a vibrational invitation to walk your divine path however it is created for you. Receive the energies of Sedona available to 
you where ever you may be. Your body elemental utilizes this essence to open stored cellular “gifts” such as avenues of 
creativity, spiritual focus and balance from distractions of the mind, recharging your vitality for life itself, as is acceptance for 
others varied paths and activation and grounding of celestial soul knowledge brought forward from other incarnations. And 
much more.  
	
Woodworthia – Divine Supply Consciously	invoke	universal	support	to	draw	to	you	-	your	own	direct	divine	supply.	
Where	are	you	along	the	collective	scale	of	human	thoughts	and	feelings	about	your	abundance,	prosperity,	money,	
health,	and	needs	you	have	foremost	in	your	mind.	Are	your	desires	clear	and	focused?	Are	your	thoughts	aligned	with	
feeling	worthy	and	excited	about	receiving	and	experiencing	your	desires	and	needs	fulfilled?	Let	this	Woodworthia	
essence	assist	you	in	aligning	and	receiving	your	great	good.	In	2007,	Gaia	enlisted	an	ancient	tree	from	northern	
Arizona,	petrified	woodworthia,	rich	in	chromium,	to	transform	cellular	ancestral	human	memory	of	taking	what	is	
another’s.	It	was	made	in	the	Tetons,	shortly	after	it	was	released	from	its	long	resting	place.	Know	it	is	ready,	willing	
and	vibrant	to	serve.	There	is	more	than	enough.	Transform	genetic,	past	or	current	patterns	of	thieving,	greed	and	
hoarding.	Awaken	to	experience	the	alchemy	and	pure	flow	of	your	direct	divine	supply.	May	you	experience	peace	
and	plenty	in	your	life	and	for	the	good	of	all	a	new	global	economy.		
	

	
 
ABUNDANCE PRODUCTS   1 oz Dosage Level blends 
 
These products have been inspired from our vortex of creation to serve the many... all offerings are monitored for 
their efficiency, effectiveness and exchange values and frequency of use. Formulas are reevaluated at the finish of each 
mother blend formula and will be tested then to match the new frequencies that are best serving humanity.  How you choose 
which one to purchase and the order take them are your responsibility exclusively. Short brief advice, comment, and 
suggestion in consultations are sourced in purity and free of your current resistance, excuses and projections.  They are 
offered in the light, love and victory for your earthly life of abundance.       
In appreciation for your presence here and now,  KA & the Vortex Team. 
 
A defining note: Money & Crypto is something generally accepted as a medium of exchange, a measure of value, or a means 
of payment. Money & Crypto often is accepted in the form of coins, tokens and banknotes of local, national & international 
fiat currency. From the accepted baseline of created measure, it then shifts into many forms. To generate the high vibrational 
magnet for money (free of the energetics of mindsets, paradigms and control of current money systems) requires clarity and 
focus, a pristine unconditional appreciation of self worth and a new positive money story. How you receive your money 
varies with your choice of livelihood, streams of income you create and the actions you do to establish its continuity of 



 

 

 
arrival into your lifestyle. 
 
Aligned Prosperity  
When an inner knowing calls you to begin to design a new pathway to create your own prosperity, the use of Aligned 
Prosperity will activate a new energetic flow to your personal aspirations. Your conscious awareness of doing and being what 
you love as a means of purposeful, enjoyable fulfillment gains new momentum and an empowered enthusiasm to find like-
inspired connections to thrive. Let this high vibrational attraction blend align and guide you to your life of 
prosperity. Opportunities present themselves to be seen, reviewed and chosen with each cycle of intuitive inspiration.  
Define your unique prosperity frequency that brings great joy! 
 
Divine Supply 
Divine supply is your natural birthright of freewill choice. This blend has been created to clear out the past scarcity 
unconscious beliefs as you create new intentions and statements in your own words, of your earthly 
nourishment, nurturing needs, wishful wants, and heart & soul desires.  It is worth repeating "Your natural birthright of 
freewill choice."  Believe to receive.  There is more than enough resources for all. So begin living your life fulfilled in well-
being. Do you believe in that you can ask and receive, your needs met?  Say YES.. Can you inspire new questions as you let 
old limiting ones transform?  Will you feel your resistance to having the life of your dreams and lovingly use it to fuel new 
visions? Can you love yourself even more to soothe your heartache of beliefs that you are not worthy? How do you imagine 
the energy alignment between you and your vortex of creation? The best moment of your life is now and now and …  
 
Manifesting Wealth 
Timelines and soul agreements influence this blend on an individual basis to comply with freewill governance. The collective 
paradigms of wealth manifestation also set a tone or frequency level(s) of how one can access and achieve observable wealth. 
Envisioning during your lifetime a pathway or progression of acquiring wealth aids in its manifestation now and at soul 
integration levels. So by taking this blend, as you review your streams of receiving and wealth management, all levels of your 
conscious being harmonize to encourage alignment, clear communication of guided intuition and insight for the details, 
action steps and order for ease in manifestation.   
 
Money Magnet 
Magnetize money to you for your physical hands and use. Energize your desire for continuous monetary flow to be available 
to you and received in balanced appreciative ways. Open to attract and magnetize new sources and resources to receive 
money. Money Magnet maintains, enhances and invigorates new aligned intentions for your divine receptivity to money. 
When sprayed over your head and into your aura it will invite new unforeseen ways to experience an increase flow of money 
into your life. Forgotten loans and gifts of money you had long ago given freely and generously to another return in full, 
through another in the flow of divine reciprocity to complete a cycle of exchange to flow again.  
 
Natural Abundance 
Align your daily experiences, with a new sense of well being, to the bountiful force of Life in co-creation with the power of 
nature that produces. Awaken your connection to nature's alchemy within so you may consciously begin to actively perceive 
your outer reality in harmony and abundance. Discover, awaken and learn your own unique gifts that add to the abundant 
flow for humanity and earth's ecosystems. Transform held cellular memory, with tangible knowing, of your own beliefs, 
habits and in some cases agreements to live the patterns of scarcity and lack. Be free to be the flow of change with natural 
abundance. 

 
ASCENDANT LIVING BLENDS  1 oz Dosage Level Blends 
 
These blends are for those focused spiritual growth and empowerment with the Ascended Masters and· Illumined Beings of 
the Earth's Light Realms. Like a magnet you feel drawn to these blends to easily work with one or more of the beings who co-
created them during your life’s journey. 
 
All blends in the Ascendant Living Blends collection have been co-created with new intricately woven frequencies through 
the Vortex Essences to support and unite individuals and groups in worldwide collaborations  serving humanity’s revelation, 
illumination, enlightenment and getting into their vortex.  They are tested for reformulating each year and revised as 
required. 
 
The first of these blends were distributed in 2002, to support specific world service groups and master channels. Beginning in 
2005 then in 2018 these blends were expanded in scope and are now formulated directly in communion with each specific 



 

 

 
Ascended Master over a period of time, merging the unique qualities our Vortex Essences, and the gifts each master chooses 
to imbue into their own signature blend. They are retired when felt completed in serving to bridge the non-physical to the 
physical, with new ones inspired by the human trends and super conscious collective perceptions of needs to best serve. 
 
During these years of planetary and social restructuring, transfiguring alignments, soul integrations and new group 
connections the Light Realm Collaborations will assist in balancing and smoothing your transitions, empowering your 
choices and intentions and align you with your chosen ascended master guides and light realm pathways. 
 
These blends are to be taken under the tongue or in water for the most effective use.  
 
Stand in Your Light – Ashtar 
A blend requested and formulated to assist all who have incarnated or resonate, volunteer, co-create and assist in teaching 
humanity’s star seed awakening and light integrations with knowing and vibrational connections to Ashtar.  
This blend creates a heart light activation to allow one’s highest self to evolve one’s own body source connection to higher 
frequencies through dimensions and form.  When you are ready to make the conscious choice of Human Mastery. Uniquely 
yours to experience. Ashtar has utilized the soul gifts of Kathryne-Alexis & the Vortex Creative Alchemy Team to add his 
assistance for those who desire to illuminate their human wisdom beyond current duality into new source universes. 
It is suggested to take up to 12 drops 1x within a 24 hour period for the first 7 days, then as guided.  
Seed phrase option: “ I (name) , am the heart light of my creator within. I stand in my light, in unity and freedom, for the 
ascension of planet earth and all sentient life upon it”    
 
Own Your Life - Divine Director 
To follow your intuitive dreams, your moments of Deja Vu, your inner guidance and feelings of loving connection to your 
source, is to own your life. To choose to know, to respond in compassionate action to any challenge, to breathe in hope and 
healing, and to flow with change is to live your path with outrageous purpose. To transform in celebration, the prolonged 
sense of victim suffering into thriving enthusiasm for new experiences is to claim focused mastery of conscious creation. To 
appreciate your soul, your source, your true essence and share your love and clarity and wisdom in gratitude out into the 
world is your unique expression and eternal reverence for the leading edge of life expansion. You are a gift to all when you 
own your life. 
 
Family Harmony – Djwhal Khul  
This blend was formulated to align to the energies of change with the help from the Tibetian, Djwhal Khul, and your own 
guidance in the spiritual light realms. It supports the restoration of balance and harmony within the family framework. 
Helping to mend conflictive thought forms at core levels of the individual taking it. Your continual commitment and focused 
intention to live in a happy, harmonious conscious family life greatly empowers change that is loving, kind and honoring of 
all concerned. Family Harmony can be used ANYTIME you feel it is appropriate. 
(Personally and as a family, as a daily treatment, during family events and holiday, on vacation, during times of challenge). 
TO USE : Take under the tongue or in water 1-3x daily for the most effective use for at least 21 days, up to a six months. 
Alternating 21 days on then 21 days off. 
Reported benefits from parents, children, practitioners, and siblings include 
Improved communication of desires and needs in a clear, honest peaceful manner. 
Dissolving of entrenched judgments towards others in or out of the family tree. 
New perspectives that create a willingness to guide instead of control a child’s choices and actions. 
A deeper sense of self and worthiness Improved acceptance of each individual’s gifts, abilities, and role within the family’s 
lifestyle. Family Harmony can accelerate the conscious transformation of cellular stored addictive patterns such as, yet not 
limited to: abuse; neglect; co-dependent patterns expressing as anger; criticism; competition; comparison; labeling; 
bargaining; negative beliefs about weight; emotional eating; depression; victim thinking, falsehood, and defensive tendencies.  
 
Immune Protection – Djwhal Khul  
Suggested for daily use as a natural protection of the human immune system.  
It works best when taken under the tongue 3-5 times daily at 6 drops each dose. It can be placed with distilled water in a 
spray bottle and spritzed over your head and face, breathing in as one does when using colloidal silver. It can also be utilized 
blended with oils and other products used in massage for immune support, to encourage your body’s electrical system to 
repair and restore the body’s natural defenses. This blend formula is tested each year for updates on the formula. It has been 
successfully supporting individuals since 2004. 
 
Inner Peace – Djwhal Khul  
Return to the Natural State of cellular intelligence of Inner Peace. For those truly choosing to live and create in peace; body, 
mind, and spirit. Aligned to global peace in world service through the balance and love of self.  



 

 

 
* invokes cellular oneness 
* assists the balance of polarity thinking 
* helps to access and maintain your still point 
* enhances clear telepathy communication 
* directs calibration of subtle bodies towards peace 
 
Transcendence – Djwhal Khul   
This blend has been developed and formulated to ignite the awakening, activation and integration of the Adam Kadmon Light 
Body with your physical form. Once stabilized and grounded into the present NOW moment, your light body can be 
calibrated with the taking of this essence for clearing any and all earthly survival instincts, transcending physical death, inter-
dimensional travel, teleportation, and group merkabic time/space travel. It establishes the vibrational signature of conscious 
active service to the Spiritual Hierarchy. Many new uses and techniques become known as one masters the embodiment of 
the Light Body and the divine blueprint. Suggested use: Begin taking 3-5 drops each night at bedtime for 1-3 weeks. Then 
test for more frequent use, as guided. DK states” the light body is the part of your consciousness that you take from lifetime 
to lifetime, from incarnation to incarnation and it is also the part of your consciousness that some day, when you are done 
with this physical structure, it will be the record keeper for going into the next level. We want the light body to be filled with 
light and not weighed down, both ways of saying light and as full or expansive as possible. When the light body is very well 
developed teleportation is possible. You can do many, many things, but it is another way of developing communications. We 
have worked before with the advanced telepathy and some of the other things that I have been teaching you over a period of 
time now. It is another way of communication, light body to light body. So, again, it accelerates communication as well” 
 
Direction and Purpose – El Moyra 
Step by step, thought by thought, decision by choice Ascended Master El Morya will guide you personally to discover your 
true self and desires for this lifetime. Awaken and unfold your highest potential, merge the truths of the ages into your own 
unique sovereign expression. First Ray Divine Will. Love. Freedom. Peace. Joy. Which color ray of creation and illumination 
does your heart call to for growth and fulfillment or are you a rainbow of wisdom in service for the good of all? . What makes 
you happy? How do you create your day? What choices and thoughts begin your morning routine? What feelings are you 
focused upon? Will you choose to align to your highest good as a beginning to your life’s conscious direction and purpose? 
Do you accept being centered in balance, discerning and allowing; responsible for your participation in taking action upon 
your inner knowing? YES, then let us begin. 
 
Treasure Chest – Hilarion  
Are you ready to open your treasure chest and know the riches of life experiences that fill your coffers?! What qualities and 
skills will you share and offer to the world right now? What material gems of wealth will color your legacy to the future life 
streams of earth and the cosmos? What gifts of the light realms are seeded within you waiting for the perfect frequencies and 
vibrational vitality to awaken into service at this time? Does your treasure chest hold a new vision, oh so special star codes 
only you can open. Perhaps an ancient alchemy of joy that makes a smile appear when another draws near your presence. 
Allow the assistance of Hilarion’s Treasure Chest blend to help you know your worth, your value now and beyond time.  Feel 
the welcome and love that comes in taking this blend, it is far greater than the challenges that lead you to decipher your wants 
and desires here on earth. It is a wholeness of source awareness that shines your light brightly from the treasure chest within.  
 
Reverence For Life - Kuthumi 
In the coming of the Age of Peace, the focus of Ascended Master Kuthumi will continue to serve your awakening greater self 
love and divine wisdom of your soul. Applying your love and wisdom in each thought and action of your life begins with 
self; and the acceptance of all other life forms as unique and divine. Transgressions of another’s sovereignty may be healed 
when a soul recognizes the sacredness of all life itself as an expression of Oneness. A deep reverence for all life forms within 
one’s environment, and conscious choice of how you will establish your communication and relationship with each one, 
opens the potential for personal and global peace. Humanity’s earth stewardship begins at home. Feed your birds, give thanks 
for your animal companions and honor their gifts to you. Care for them with love. Study the gifts of your landscaping, of 
plants and trees and receive their vibrational assistance in each moment and connect to their nature when challenges arise. 
Care to know the reverence for life and you will be a master of love and wisdom. Balance and control your conflicting 
thoughts and emotions. Begin, continue, and expand your understanding to others. Now is the time, earth is the place, may 
your actions light the way. 
 
Karma Relief – Lady Portia 
“I am the creator of my life experience and do so consciously, lovingly and in source empowered freewill.” Lady Portia.  
Karma Relief is Vortex Essences alliance in bringing relief to your body, mind and spirit, when karmic patterning is 
recreating past scenarios and relationships in your current life experiences. Vortex Essences has chosen to offer this blend in 
support for those who reach to empower self in harmony, conscious well-being and illumination from the inside out. Karma 



 

 

 
Relief blend will assist you in aligning your electrical system to set your current choices as the first priority and response to 
Life’s challenges.  
 
Comfort and Joy – Mother Mary  
When awakening to your true divine nature and love, allow the comfort and joy Mother Mary offers with this blend embrace 
you; flow through you, helping you transform the deepest of separations and traumas. Gentle understandings will come as 
you willingly receive her divine love of heart. Rejoice, for we are eternal in the light of God Oneness, and born to remember 
the joy of enlightenment, illumination and Christ awareness. Comfort and Joy, honors and supports the many women and 
men who’s path of service embraces the whole of humanity, and leads them into many new paradigms of family, 
organizations, and social service.  
 
New Renaissance – Paul the Venetian 
 This blend offers a catalyst of enlightenment through the arts, preserving the brilliant creations of humanity that portray the 
natural beauty and joyful light filled expressions possible in a life lived focused on good and coming from love, compassion 
and understanding.  This co-creation offers the alchemy of self discipline and discernment.  Claim your mastery of liberty 
and freedom for all through the arts of humanity. The Artists of Life. Words cannot express the vibrations flowing to you 
before you have seen the vision of your own making birthed from your dance with beauty, in grace, expressing ease. Embody 
your own signature of the new renaissance of revelation and connection to the creative fields of new earth.   
 
Understanding in Compassion – Quan Yin 
This blend was inspired directly from Quan Yin while meditating on how to assist many of humanity who are experiencing 
sensory overload and confusion in stating choices, making decisions, and truly understanding what path or next step is in 
their highest good. With greater willingness to allow for a new understanding of the vibration of compassion, Quan Yin urges 
you to focus on self. Intending on dissolving beliefs created from self criticism, judgment and victimization while turning 
your attention and thoughts to what you desire to create in this lifetime. Following a cheerful heart and turning your 
complaints from I can’t to I can; I won’t to I will and so on. By loving one’s self, one can become aware of the past dualistic 
patterns, fight or flight reactions. With focused concentration and loving use of the frequencies of compassion and 
understanding you can collapse even the most extreme swings of the senses and turn them into something new. “I see and 
feel my world from my peaceful center, mindful of my next best step and choice to make. I empower my compassionate 
thoughts and actions to direct my life.” 
 
Inner Revelations - Sananda 
“I walk with you at all times. I am with you to spark the flame of the divine within you.” What truth and revelation of your 
human experience, in living, do you call forth at this time to move you deeper, make you stronger and more flexible to see 
the true nature of your being? What part do you take and choose to play in human events of this moment? How may you 
serve?  Allow Sananda to love and guide you, and feed your creative potential and bring your “ah hah!” moments alive each 
and every day. You will find him in your heart and see him in your third /inner eye. Reveal and celebrate - revelation! 
 
Life Source– Sanat Kumara  
Breathe in your life source. Consciously breath when you find yourself believing you are separate and afraid – when you are 
in lack. Call upon Sanat Kumara, his presence surrounds you here on earth. “Breathe my name and I will fill you with source 
energies that liven your step, excite your imagination, and bring you great happiness and joy. BREATHE!” Ask and I will 
teach you to breathe light so you may experience your life’s source. Receive your birthright now!  
 
 
For All My Gatekeepers – St Germain 
A specially prepared blend to embrace and empower the gatekeepers of earth to bring into this now moment their vast skills 
and merge them into practical application to the current directives of the spiritual hierarchy and Ascended Master St 
Germain. Conscious soul integration is assisted, and acquisition of stored funding is magnetized to its creator when taken 
orally. Allow F.U.N. Freedom Union Now, to become the focused drive of your service. It is time! - to play in the light and 
love of your I AM. 
 
Inner Transmutaion – St Germain  
This formula has been developed to assist the next level of soul integration for those now moving into a new body blueprint 
being offered for humanity at this time. Each individual is unique in how they create the process of embodying their 
source/monad/super consciousness as they expand their conscious awareness to connect and incorporate, release and reveal 
aspects of their soul selves past, present and future. We offer the understanding, that the alignments and steps of integrating 
soul aspects into your human form flow similarly so you may awaken skills and core essence frequencies that will evolve as 
you remain human in this lifetime.  Inner Transmutation works on levels beyond polarity and duality. The essences are 



 

 

 
chosen by frequency and vibration to identify energies holding frequencies no longer serving or desired for creating your 
current life experience and level of life vitality. There will be souls, in a moment of evolutionary choice, who will merge 
essence with another inner and outer transmutation for service of a new design or for joining in union to return to their origins 
of first conscious choice of inception into separation.  It is suggested to correlate and meditate on the current modalities of 
self development, healing and well being currently utilized that will be continued while taking this blend so you may align all 
dynamics with your body’s innate intelligence with intention.  Begin taking 2x daily when waking and then when prepared 
for sleep. After 1week (7 days, allow your body to guide you usage.  Maximum 3 bottles within 6 months.  You are invited to 
call upon myself and Lady Portia for understanding and love.   
	

 
NATURE BLENDS  1 oz Dosage Level  
 
Angelic Insight – Open to sensing the Angelic Kingdom in all ways. From earth angels to archangels; and the very special 
union with your guardian angel – rejoice in their assistance and suggestions, in a clear and grounded way. Affirm direct 
insight and relationship to the angelic nature that lives within you. Some will hear, some will see, some will feel, some will 
know, some will journal, and some will remember multiple ways to share their connections with the angels. Energy follows 
thought – from believing to co-creation along this life’s journey, let your angel guides become acknowledged friends.  
 
Body Beautiful – Allow your body intelligence to teach you self-love.  
When you are ready to perceive your perfect body in trifecta alignment – body, mind and spirit.  
I AM My Body Beautiful, is your new decree, with new understanding your weight is not just what you eat, it is stored 
energy held onto by certain beliefs about oneself, others, and your surroundings.  
Body Beautiful has been formulated to transform stored energy and redirect it into alignment, creating your optimal shape, 
form, flexibility, vitality, agelessness and self-expression.  
Let go and take the first step.  
 
Breathe Ease– This blend was created to assist visits to high altitude places especially sacred mountain sites, where and 
when soul integration appears more accessible beyond the veil of the collective thought. Mountains that are home to ethric 
ascended master retreats, and physical ancient ruins, many within protected lands. Do you feel heavy and burdened with 
dense energies? Is it your cellular past awakening in this present moment?  Be aware and balance emerging patterns that 
restrict the intake of oxygen and light. Breathe a full body breath with ease. 
 
Celebrate! -  A burst of celebration! in a bottle to enhance any event! Set the focus, tone, group synergy and vibrational 
support for a successful gathering. Made to create a delight to the senses and enthusiasm for new connections, joyful 
authentic expression. Use with aromaessence Celebrate! spray to fill a room with the vibrational magnet of enjoyment and 
celebration. Let nature give a burst of celebratory energy to bring smiles to all who attend. 
 
Euphoria - This blend is for those looking to set a new vibrational tone and signature on all levels of their human being. 
Living connected with all of Life that surrounds us. Allow your core and center to pulse and feel the euphoria of living on 
earth. Claim your true and natural state of happiness, self-confidence and well-being in harmony and unity with the diverse 
forms of life on earth. Euphoria is about living in the awe and wonder of the beauty of Nature, of the forces of creation in the 
Cosmos, of the genius of every being, and the majesty of our world. Feeling elated in a comfortable, healthy balanced 
expression and being creatively at ease with your decisions and choices. 
 
Feeling Safe – Feel Safe to be who you divinely are. Feel Safe in your body, connected to earth and your guidance system. 
Allow your body elemental to gently align to clear knowing and understanding of purpose during any sudden change in 
environment, lifestyle or circumstance. Find ease in moments of cellular release of hysteria or fear often brought on by media 
impact, sudden traumatic news, and mass conscious fear of survival during rapid changes or conflicts. This blend 
vibrationally supports one’s body, mind and spirit to maintain a source connection in flow and balance from which to make 
personal choices. Raise your frequencies above projected or past fear beliefs. Humanity is ready for your knowledge and 
wisdom.  
 
Healthy Habits – Be able to stay focused on a new desire, direction, and intention that in time will become a healthy habit, 
while dissolving old habits that no longer serve. This blend supports the harmony of polar opposites of any habit so get clear 
on how you have held opposing thoughts or concepts and their feelings. Gain the freedom of any physical, emotional and 



 

 

 
mental habit that has come to your attention. You know the condition it creates, and how you feel about your living the habit, 
now is it time to make a choice? If the answer is yes, then healthy habits is for you.   
 
Holiday Cheer - Tis the Season to enjoy all of our senses as the world celebrates many cultural holidays around the globe 
with delicious diversity. Let yourself be drawn to moments that bring something new, delightful and memorable to your 
holiday. Enhance the joy of caring for others with kindness. Let worries fade as inspiration comes for how to share in the 
season’s high energy. Bring out the spunk and sparkle of your inner elf or fairy and be of Good Cheer! After all, it is your 
true nature! Add the spritz of Holiday Cheer aromaessence spray and allow the magic to express!  
 
Love's Magnificence - Nature surrounds you and supports you at all times. La Magnificence de d'amour. Especially when it 
is time to bloom alive! Whether into your next step, new level, or just to be.  Allow yourself to be as authentic, unique and 
loving as you truly are. Be brilliant and embraced by love's magnificence as you follow your heart, guided by the yum of 
your life's explorations and adventures. Magnify your presence and give your presents to the world with a smile. Feel the 
appreciation for all who have uplifted you to this moment. Be inspired by gratitude and know you cast a ripple into the 
universe that expands more than you can comprehend with the mind alone...let love lead you into your magnificence. 
 
My Beloved - Journey into your presence, your connection to your own superconsciousness and to the sovereign life of 
beings you are drawn to. Reveal what truly matters to your presence, to your soul and living heart Allow new levels of love 
to come into your earthly senses. Embody the creator you were born to be. Discover the destiny of your design. 
 
Sacred Vision : Empower your message and gifts… It is a time to awaken, align and share your  
Sacred Vision held within your heart. This blend sparks your knowing to express in the way that is right for you. Linking 
your soul vision emerging as you raise frequencies and dimensions as a human on earth.  
 
Self Talk – Open to more self awareness and positivity. Align your inner chatter, your self talk to serve your positive focus, 
thoughts and language. This blend vibrationally encourages a high vibe pathway to your subconscious mind for the creation 
of new intentions and habits directing prioritized positive goal oriented thinking.  Your focus and desire is responsibly 
required.  
  
Solstice Rebirth – This blend offers nature’s alliance to alchemizes the higher light codes arriving Winter Solstice for 
potential use over a longer period of linear time. Transformation with graceful efficiency. Designed to liberate diverse 
frequencies of global social acceptance of fear control. From rigid culture mindsets, unique subconscious separation patterns, 
to present lifetime traumas. Empowering the subtle bodies of an individual to identify and reconnect energy breaks and/or 
blocks ready to be transmuted in their human form. Thus, opening space within for the soul to embody its divine presence. 
By taking the blend, your body’s innate intelligence signals for permission to upgrade frequencies to receive renewed life 
force for well-being so it may align and sync to an ascending earth.  
 
Stress Less – Take Charge of Your Life. You know when you are tense, short fused, and in defensive judgment of self or 
others.  Are you ready to move out of a reactive conditioning and begin to envision, imagine and experience the lifestyle you 
desire to create? Balance the want and don’t want swing of frustration and stress less so you can and will enjoy the creative 
discovery, awe and wonders that life's many opportunities can offer. 
 
Study Ease – Intention, Focus and Success for excelling in whatever subject or interest you are currently learning. Choose to 
have the needed know how and daily mastery required for school testing.  Be in allowance, willing acceptance and true 
enthusiasm by conscious choice, so you may complete any requirement by law, project, or group experience. Develop clarity, 
as the knowledge is integrated and intellectually incorporated into your common sense and usage. 
 
Writer's Muse – Created to support focused, inspired, creative expression through writing. Set your intentions for greatest 
alignment to the ease of your own method and mechanics of writing. Take this blend daily to start up and continue a 
scheduled writing flow to completion. Develop the perfect creative practices that inspire you and blend harmoniously with 
your lifestyle choices for writing. Writer's Muse with assist the stream of creative expression and direction to connect and 
flow for your envisioned ideas, topics, characters and more.  
 

 
METATRON BLENDS 1 oz dosage 
Cycles of Evolution – Welcoming 



 

 

 
Equinox – Autumnal Abundance 
Global Children – Climate Change 
Living Ecology – Regenerate Alchemy 
Quantum Access – Metatron’s Gratitude 
Tapestry of Time – Harvesting Wisdom 
Yin/Yang – Fate or Destiny 
 

 
UNIQUE FORMULAS  1 oz Dosage Level blends 
 
Authentic Authority 
Whatever your first impression or feeling about the naming, begin to attune to the gift of flow in balance to maintain your 
energy frequencies and natural vibrational harmony of unified conscious living. How do you express your authentic nature in 
daily alchemy... sharing your values, beliefs, feelings, likes, and lifestyle choices and activities? How do you express your 
authority of your emotions, actions, focus and collaborative relationships? This blend will assist you to maintain your 
personal growth into higher states of being, of consciousness, while discovering and developing your yin/yang ability to 
respond, interact and express your perspectives, questions, desires and emerging gifts and wisdom. Beyond the claiming of 
right /wrong judgment within evolving opinions, a centered authentic authority of higher self is emerging to establish an 
honoring and welcome of co-operative social experiences exchanges at an ever-opening heart resonance and connection.  
When you are ready to establish a centered, calm, compassionate foundation of authentic presence, Authentic Authority will 
delight and surprise you. Allow subtle energy aspects of happiness begin to author new choices and attract wholesome 
experiences and lifestyle aligned to your divine will. 
 
Convergence 
Freedom will come as you find, embrace and put the puzzle pieces of your soul lives together in this lifetime...   Be willing, 
be open to know, and be present here now to feel and love yourself whole...  Be in gratitude, for the players of your creations, 
and the roles they played for you. Make connections ~ on your wheel of Life. Share the essence of your presence and journey 
with your ever-expanding community on earth and beyond…  
 
Dream Catcher  
Co-created to bring harmony to your dreams and inner guidance. Each day you can wake to a new vibration, a new earth to 
stand on and follow your life’s path, a path of your conscious intentions, remembering and learning with a practice of 
deliberate creation. Let Dream-Catcher carry you lightly into your sleep. As you prepare for rest pause to feel appreciation for 
moments in your day done, or something you love so easily, then set your intention to align to your greatest growth and 
fulfillment what ever it is evolving to be in harmony, grace and joy. Take a few drops of Dream-Catcher as you drift off to 
sleep, to weave new understanding and choices in wonder. Let each new morning offer insight and guide your steps to living 
a happy, joyful destiny. Allow your dreams to actualize into your daily life. Awaken to play and practice with your thoughts 
that feel good… Let the Vortex Nature Blend Dream-Catcher help you to disperse the web of fears, as you focus on the gifts 
each morning offers. Aligning your day smiling at the possibilities. Dream-Catcher can also be used in meditation practices, 
manifestation practices, for peace of mind, and simply letting your life to be as good as you will allow. 
 
Happiness is...  
a blend that resets your body mind and spirit into action. Let it support the collapse the extremes of your reactions to life 
experiences that you have created in your life. At anytime and anywhere let the high frequencies of Happiness Is... raise your 
perspective, energies and willingness to be the balance and outcome of being on the path of thriving self care and love for 
others.  Be kind and generous; subtle or outrageously authentic in sharing your smile and unique wonder of being 
alive.  From there we can create a world of heart's desires.  
 
Sanctuary  
A blend designed by nature to ignite new pathways that facilitate an inner recognition of self knowledge, the ability to access 
clarity and information that pertains to outer challenges and inner conflicts in a way that is accelerated and accurate for 
YOU. Allow a new communication of your greater source connection to be embodied on a cellular level. When the power of 
momentum, of change in action appears to sweep you into unconsciousness or empowered action, focus on the clarity 
available by being present in time. Claim the now existing moment and define your choice, intention and reality. Your next 
step will be shown.  
 



 

 

 
Solar Alchemy  
Solar Alchemy is a blend of care, centered and calm assistance to navigate how your awakening consciousness will 
assimilate the increase light quotients beginning to focus on the earth for its evolution and ascension into higher frequencies 
and dimensions. Gaia and all life will be blessed and adapting on all levels.  Co-created with Gaia and the Vortex team for 
the new support solar light that begins to directly embrace our planetary structures beginning December 21 on Solstice 
Winter and Summer, with 7 Suns switching on the light quotients to support all life.   "May this serve all who use it" ~ Gaia 
and the Vortex Team. 
 
Solar Ease  
A blend created to bring relief and alignment of solar flare symptoms. This blend has been co-created to support your body's 
well-being during this time of integration of solar particles, threads, light and source energetics arriving to our planet and 
creating transformational opportunities for humanity. It will assist your electrical system to harmonize, balance, and uplift 
resistant patterns, their beliefs and frequencies from your mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual bodies that may be 
displaying as one or more of the symptoms listed below on this page. Your body elemental or body intelligence can utilize 
this blend to transform with greater ease, in the order of readiness, the various blocks and energetic disconnects held in your 
body.  With grace and your clear intention for assistance, any transformational condition can be redirected to aliven your 
wellbeing and flow with the current rising of collective human consciousness. Begin where you find your self to be and ask 
for the understanding, balancing, and healing upliftment when symptoms occur. As you build your garment of light with 
these energies, your auric field, full chakra system, and all organic systems are aligning, adjusting and transforming energies 
held in your earth self to be redirected for your highest choices. This blend is a light magnet to support your evolutionary 
choices.   
 
Sovereign Unity  
Conscious aware choices emerge when one begins to make decisions, take actions and feel the emotional effects of one’s 
communication. Authentic exchange of beliefs, values, passions, interests, and purposes kindly, openly shared with others 
from a centered place of self, can awaken a balanced sense of wholeness within. This blend will assist in coming from a place 
of honest understandings and a vibrational core of calm certainty, compassion, responsibility of daily choices and loving 
resilience to moments of sudden change, challenges in discernment, and creative collaborations. In intimate partnerships this 
blend activates enjoying a new unity of fulfillment in doing what you love while being with those you love. Discovering new 
interests, exploring potentials and sharing wisdom while being open to sovereign choice.  Gifting a new core foundation for 
experiencing relationships.  
 
A Unicorn’s Touch 
Express your true divine essence, with the strength of heart and timelessness. 
This formula is specially co-created for a single person use per bottle. Receive a very special light of healing & self 
worth, through the spiral vortex of a Unicorn's Touch blend.  Each bottle activates its enchanted power for the individual 
when opened for use.  Know a unicorn guide has come to be a friend. Offered to awaken your connection and support to the 
higher vibrational earth realms.  A return to joyful wonder and innocence beyond duality is available for those choosing to 
source their gifts to share in goodwill. Be touched and touch others with love's healing light.   
	
 

 
ANIMAL BLENDS - 1/2 oz Dosage Level glass bottle 
 
CUSTOM ANIMAL BLENDS: These blends are made for one animal wild or domestic, or for one species specific group 
that live together in one household. They are a wonderful welcome into the world for any new litter. 
 
Our collection of ANIMAL BLENDS are made to support your animal companions in their daily lives.  Use preventatively 
for optimal health, vitality and well-being and when problems arise. We bottle each order fresh for you with pure grander 
water and the minimum amount of stabilizer.  Most formulas come in .5 oz bottles for daily use for 1-3weeks. 
 
These animal blends aid in balancing and repairing reoccurring breaks in the electrical system of the animal based on their 
experiences. These breaks weaken the constitution of the animals and create susceptible moments where illness or injury may 
occur. Good vitality and natural health is supported through out the life of an animal and is encouraged by using this holistic 
approach to well-being in conjunction with chosen veterinary care 
 



 

 

 
Kathryne-Alexis has long communicated with the consciousness of various animal species that have chosen to be 
domesticated and their nature spirits. With our Earth Mother, she has co-created the vibrational signatures upon which these 
formulas have been derived to enhance their well-being and soul growth. 
 
Alpha Harmony .5 oz bottle 
A blend to develop cooperative behavior within the household pets 
• for enhancing the positive traits of alpha leadership (to get along) 
• for survival behavior around feeding time (equal sharing) 
• for the quality of guardianship and nurturing as new additions to the human family arrive 
• for cooperation amongst species 
• remember you are the alpha commander of your tribe! 
• place 4 drops in water bowls, pat on nose or beak, or 1 drop each treat time 

 
Cage Comfort .5 oz bottle 
This blend assists the natural concerns of being held against will and being cooped in cramp spaces. For cages, crates, and 
travel satchels. Use in the early years of the animal will encourage a peaceful and loving routine if caged nightly. 
• assists in adaptability and sense of place (one cage per animal) 
• for short term confinements to maintain the natural happy state of animal 
• combine with putting Peaceful Earth in area when kenneling an animal for more than a few hours 
• place 5 drops per water dispenser refill 
• can use routinely decreasing to 2 drops per water dispenser refill after 3 weeks 

 
Calming .5 oz bottle 
A blend to calm and balance your animals worries and fears. 
• use prior to and during scheduled changes of daily routine. (grooming, vet, guests) 
• supports qualities of adaptability, acceptance and receiving love. 
• when affected by active children, chaotic energies, surprise animal visits 
• useful during thunder storms  place in water, or treat, or directly on nose, beak or between shoulders/wings 
• sending thoughts of safety and love when giving this blend will encourage new behavior if animal is hiding, shaking, 

or panting 
 
Digestion .5 oz bottle 
Promotes healthy digestion, and the natural energy clearing of the gut of any animal. 
• supports assimilation of food intact and water absorption 
• raises vibration of food as if you were blessing every morsel 
• encourages a clean and balanced tract with the qualities of detoxing essences 
• place 2 drops on food or treats up to 6x weekly (more is not needed) 
• great for treat biscuit makers to use bottle in baking replacing equal .5 oz water 

Adds assimilation of nutrients and transformation of worry energies held in the gut. 
 
Evolving On .5 oz bottle new 
 
Fresh Start .5 oz bottle 
For animals that have been rescued from the wild, neglected, abandoned, abused or placed in a shelter. Less is more! 
Dispense 2 drops per day until bottle is completely empty. A true gift for your new companion. 
• this blend offers the healing support to transform negative to positive frequencies held by the animal. 
• use in addition to daily drops and Pampered Pet biofeedback program to develop a new sense of well being 
• it is encouraged to create and accept the positive stories of a fresh start and new beginning. 
• keep the hardship details in silence, so for your new companion can literally purge the cellular memory. 
• they are highly intuitive and sense your feelings on their past. 
• expect movement and possible sound release in sleep for the first week (defensive patterning is unwinding) 

 
Giving Birth .5 oz bottle 
This blend assists the animal during the last weeks of pregnancy. 
• especially good to give routinely when breeding multiple litters per year. 
• offers an embracing feeling of willingness, knowing love, comfort and wholeness. 
• encourages the bliss of delivery, reverence for life, and connection to the web of life. 



 

 

 
• Use daily 3 drops on food or in water. 
• for balanced support of their electrical and hormonal system. 

 
High Performance .5 oz bottle 
Energizes the animal’s natural exhuberance to excel and perform. 
• enhances natural learning of commands 
• heightens ability to understand non verbal communication. 
• promotes obedience, precision and poise during show or performance. 
• supports the inner peace, centeredness and alertness to be the best. 
• repetitive routines come easily, with keen focus once learned 

 
Instinctual Habits .5 oz bottle 
Education in a bottle. Establishes the learning of good, preferred, accepted traits and behaviors. Be sure to encourage good 
behavior, and be clear and immediate, in the moment for modification training. 
• use for ending spraying or defecating due to anxiety, fear, anger and territorial ownership 
• use when training proper moments of defense and protection in balance with welcoming new conditions 
• use to curb digging and rolling in unwanted substances 
• use for patterning positive habits and behaviors such as licking, pecking, barking, scratching, gulping, etc. 
• use with Calming to re-pattern unnecessary startle or cowering responses. 
• strengthens wellbeing and heart connection with human partner and guardian 
• establishes positive expectations 

 
Recovery .5 oz bottle 
Truly a blend to support your animal's return to the natural state of health and well-being. Recovery is for experiences such 
as: 
• medical procedures 
• injuries from fighting 
• beatings showing no outer injury 
• sudden falls 
• or muscle stretching. 

Use in conjunction with proper practitioner/veterinarian care. 
 
Transition .5 oz bottle 
For use when an aging pet is beginning to show physical signs of crossing over (death). This blend carries a celebration of 
life and the ending cycle of your companions incarnation in form. 
• knowing it is divine timing and surrender to the fullness of choosing is a gift. using before euthanasia is 

recommended. 
• use for assimilation of gained domestic wisdom from human interaction this helps to evolve the individual and 

species. 
• use to free any energetic cording or bonds that keeps the animal alive from obligation or sensing human grief 
• understand they love us eternally and are quite comfortable crossing over  into non-physical spirit. 
• Place 5 drops in food or water if they are eating, or place drops in your hand and gently rub paws, claws, and base of 

spine. 
• Often they will lick your hand for drops as well or lay on bottle if available. 

 
Travel Ease .5 oz bottle 
This is a blend for our animal companions who react to traveling in motor vehicles, planes or trains. 
• a grounding rod : for help with recurring motion sickness 
• eases sense of negative expectation and fear of the unknown 
• eases anxiety with frequent separations from human companion 
• helps to keep a healthy auric field expanded in harmony and confidence 
• aligns sensory awareness to curiosity and trust in frequent new environments 
• use with Cage Comfort if confined 
• Pat on paws, nape of neck, and place 2 drops in water when offered. 
• fresh air circulating will help to move off pheromones of fear for speedy adjustment 

 
 



 

 

 
Vitality and Health .5 oz bottle 
Use daily to assist keeping a happy, healthy higher frequency of body, mind and soul for your animal companions. Use with 
the newly born and old alike. 
• Promotes clear flow of natural body function 
• Maintains vitality level 
• Aligns to animal’s divine blueprint 
• Helps to prevent viral infections, bacterial growth 

 
 

 
AROMAESSENCE SPRAYS:  2 oz Glass Bottle w/ mister  
These Vortex Essential Sprays combine our essences and pure essential oils that are chosen for their specific qualities, 
fragrance and bouquet when added to the vibrational qualities of our essences. These sprays are light and work with the 
auric field even after the scent is gone to your nose. The pure water too, is activated with the aid of Nature to further enhance 
each spray's use.  
 
Aloha – Inspire ~ Envision ~ Lifestyle  
When you require a gentle reminder that things can improve and new solutions are being sent to you right now! 
A spray combining the sweet smells of Plumeria, and Pikake perfume oils, Bergamot and our Vortex flower and crystal 
essences embracing the spirit of Aloha where ever you are. Honoring of the soul and spirit of each life that enters your 
reality. Sweet and fresh Aloha frequencies will inspire a positive vision and lifestyle.   
 
Angel’s Embrace   Held ~ Loved ~ Blessed 
Allow an Angel to embrace you, to soften, relax, and calm your body, mind, and spirit even during the most challenging of 
times. Be at peace and blessed as you use this spray. Open to the angelic messengers that surround you so that you may hear, 
feel or know their loving guidance. We have combined our Vortex Flower and Crystal Light essences with the essential oils 
of Rose, Gardenia and Tangerine. Let the Blessings of the angels drift down around you as you spray yourself or office 
during the day. Use at right before bed, spraying your aura and pillow for a peaceful night's rest.  
 
Aura Bright –  Clear ~ Uplift ~ Revitalize 
Allow and know what energies and moods are yours or which you have collected during daily interactions. Keep the ones 
you like and clear the rest. Each spray of the bottle will assist in keeping one’s energy centers (chakras) and aura clear, 
revitalized and energized. Create and live your daily life centered and balanced with the environment, events and people 
around you. We have combined our Vortex wildflower, garden and crystal essences with the essential oils of ylang ylang, 
lavender and palmarosa to revitalize your fields. Aura Bright is uplifting for body, mind, and spirit assisting in the 
stabilizing of new energies flowing through your auric fields. 
 
Celebrate! –  Smile ~ Laugh ~ Love  
A burst of celebration! with every spray over your head, as you mist the room or even to lighten up your rush hour drive. 
Enhance any occasion with the burst of effervescent fun surprise, that makes you smile, snap alive and celebrate! We use the 
essential oils of rose, tangerine, wintergreen blended with a blend of vortex essences. Each bottle filled with extra sparkle, 
light and happiness to bless your experiences. Celebration is an energy that uplifts all your senses into a new expansion of 
being alive and eager for your day to come. Let laughter define your knowing in a freshness of the arriving unknown and be 
in wonder. Complete your tasks with new appreciation and be renewed to smile and enjoy with each misting. 
 
Clear Your Space – Sacred ~ Honor ~ Evolve 
Combining Vortex essences with the essential oils of Neroli, Spruce, Ylang ylang, Melaleuca to create a spray mister that 
may be used to purify, transmute and clear any location. Synergistically clearing old patterns with the assistance of the area 
nature spirits and then inviting new vitality and life force into the area of use. 
 
Divine Child -  Welcome ~ Peace ~ Love 
This spray is a welcoming vibrational support for the newborn's arrival into this world, and a peaceful reminder of connection 
in a growing child’s environment. It invites gentle, calming nuturance and acceptance of all the stimulation of new senses 
awakening. We have combined our special formula of Vortex flower and crystal light essences with the essential oils 
of roman chamomile, geranium and lavender. The blend of flower and crystal light essences promote the joy of being 
conscious and present in one’s physical embodiment. It will assist in balancing your inner child at any age. Use as a room 



 

 

 
freshener and on bedding, clothes and toys for the natural antiseptic qualities found in its oils and welcoming scent. Spray on 
your womb while pregnant is guided and then carefully in environment until child is 6 months old. Blessings. 
 
Enchanted Evening - Cherish ~ Together ~ Wonder 
Moments and memories rendezvous to create a wondrous flow of experience with another.   Let your relationships fulfill all 
that excites your senses and  fulfills your heart's desire and calling to find someone to cherish. Let the earth angels assist in 
bringing love's chosen possibilities and mates to grow in wonder together. This spray contains a special collection of Vortex 
Essences and the essential oils of  Jasmine, Ylang-Ylang  and White Fir 
 
Euphoria - Happiness ~ Confidence ~ Connected 
Feeling elated in a comfortable, healthy balanced expression and being creatively at ease with your decisions and 
choices. Living in awe and wonder of the beauty of Nature, the enchanting genius of every being, and the majesty of our 
world. Keep a positively expectant outlook to receive that which you have asked for. Euphoria contains a combination of our 
Euphoria Nature blend and the pure essential oils  Lemon, Lemon Myrtle, Marjoram and hint of Peppermint. 
  
Fairy Fun - Dream Big ~ Take Flight ~ Have Fun 
The spray contains a special collection of Vortex Essences and the essentials oil of Lavender, Lemon, Lilac and Rose. 
"Spray over your head, on your pillow at night to enhance and enchant your fairy flight. Make a wish from you heart with 
prayerful delight. Let the fairy fun whimsy make all your days bright! " For all ages! Use it daily to bring the light of fairy fun 
into your activities. Great for parties and sleepovers. 
 
Friends - Accept ~ Invite ~ Support 
An aromaessence spray that invites true friendships to be recognized between life long neighbors and total strangers at first 
meeting.This spray contains a special collection of Vortex Essences and the essentials oil of Lemon and Tuberose.  
Delightfully supporting your senses to appreciate the many expressions and levels of another. Beyond the ties that bind, 
dictate, control and compare, the use of this Friends spray enhances your natural instinct to accept and honor the unique 
differences of another - free of competition, protection and deceit based on old patterns of survival.  
May it open the expanding possibility to include positive interspecies friendships as well. Welcome a new wave of peaceful 
sharing and caring with the friendships you have now and those you will attract.  
 
Holiday Cheer – Joy ~ Delight ~ Kindness 
Tis the Season to enjoy all of our senses as the world celebrates many cultural holidays around the globe with delicious 
diversity. Let yourself be drawn to moments that bring something new, delightful and memorable to your holiday. Enhance 
the joy of caring for others with kindness. Let worries fade as inspiration comes on how to share in the season’s high energy. 
Bring out the spunk and sparkle of your inner elf or fairy and be of Good Cheer! After all, it is your true nature! Add the 
spritz of Holiday Cheer aromaessence spray and allow the magic to express! The spray contains all the Vortex Essences of 
the Holiday Cheer Blend and the pure essentials oils of Orange, Cinnamon, Nutmeg. 
 
Lavender Mist – Harmony ~ Co-Create ~ Success 
Spray in any room you will be using to lighten up the environment to support new inspirations and your desired intentions. 
Excellent in classrooms of all levels for calm, cooperative learning, in boardrooms enhancing efficient, innovative 
productivity, in hotel rooms and homes to set sacred space for peaceful balance and harmony. We have combined a few of 
our Vortex wildflower, garden and crystal essences with the essential oils of several lavender species from lavender fields 
we have visited around the world. 
 
Monet’s Garden  - Color ~ Light  ~ Grace 
A Spring bouquet of floral scents to use as a light perfume spray for everyday or to help you set a new creative environment 
for unique expression.  Monet’s Garden brings a light heartedness to your senses and grace to your endeveours, as you step 
into and through Monet’s portal and pleasure of flowers. Imagine if you will Claude Monet choosing the perfect vibrational 
essence bouquet from the Vortex Essence garden to support your love of creativity. We have combined his bouquet with the 
perfume oils of Freesia, Violet, Wisteria, Lemon.  
 
Snark Relief  - Be Gone ~ Away ~ No More!              
This spray blend was co-created to lighten up the negative thinking and many out bursts of sarcasm and hurtful comments 
that run rampant in moments of stress. It supports harmony for sensitivities during any seasonal shifts occurring. Come into 
balance when decisions and concentration is needed for any new patterns and plans. Inspired by nature as a fun approach to 
help keep on an even keel for brain balance and any triggers for changing routine. Use overhead and in the room to lift the 
mood & raise the high vibe. For office, home, car and gifts! A FUN way to brighten yours and someone's day! 2 scents: 
citrus or plumeria   


